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Ashburton River: Instream and amenity values, and tlow management regime

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report aims to provide an up{o-date synthesis of knowledge about the natural character, landscape,
amenity and in-stream values of the Ashburton River, as a basis for public debate about its future
management. lt focuses on the matters referred to in Objective 1, Chapter 9 of the Canterbury Regional
Policy Statement, pafticularly with regard to their relationship with flows and the environmental effects of
flow regime management.

The Ashburton River system has a number of components that may require different management
approaches: the mountainous headwaters, the Ashburlon Lakes, the "Plains reach" of the Norih and
South Branches and main stem, the major tributaries, the spring-fed streams, and the river mouth and
estuary. ln terms of Objective 1, Chapter g of the CRPS, outstanding naturalfeatures and landscapes in
the Ashburton River syslem are the Ashburton Lakes and perhaps the headwaters - including the Upper
Gorge - of the South Branch, as the river flows from the Arrowsmith Range. None of the other landscape
features of the river could be regarded as outstanding in the usual sense of the word.

Reliable streamflow data are available for the South Branch (Mt Somers) and North Branch (Old Weir),
both sites representing flows from the mountain headwaters onto the Plains. The hydrological regime of
the Ashburton catchment reflects the inf luence of :

. northwesterly winds, which are responsible for much of the precipitation in the headwaters as far
east as Mt Hutt and Mt Somers,

. the south to southwest aiflows that bring most of the rainfall on the Canterbury Plains,

. seasonalsnow storage and snowmelt in the headwaters,

. the moderating influence on runoff of lakes, wetlands and low gradient glacial terrain in the
Ashburton Lakes area of the South Branch catchment, and

. the annual cycle of evapotranspiration.

The mean flgws of the South and North Branches (at Mt Somers and Old Weir respectively) are 11.3 msis
and 8.84 m3/s. Absolgte recorded mqxima and minima are 309 m3/s and 2.68 mls respectively at Mt
Somers, and 302 m3is and 1.74 mals respectively al Old Weir. There is considerabie year-to-year
variability in streamflow patterns. Floods occur year-round, with a tendency to be more common {uring
the period September-December. The longest periods during which there were no freshes >25 mo/s (a

convenient indicator of minimum "flushing flows") at Mt Somers and Old Weir respectively were 265 days
and 176 days, but periods exceeding 100 days are not uncommon.

The Ashburton is one of the most heavily modified river systems in the country, with some 18.2 msls,60o/o
of the mean flow at SH1, allocated for abstraction. Surface water quality is of significance for a number of
components of Objective 1 in Chapter 9 of the CRPS, notably (a) and (h) (drinking water and amenity
values). Nutrient enrichment has an obseruable effect on the aquatic ecosystem, particularly downstream
from the Ashburton oxidation ponds, high water temperatures in summer may have an impact on the
salmonid populalion, and bacteriological water quality often is below that required for contact recreation.

The life-supporting capacity of the river is appraised in terms of terrestrial vegetation and animals, aquatic
vegetation (principally periphyton), birds, aquatic invertebrates, and fish (including salmon and trout).
Hydrological impacts on terrestrial vegetation and animals in the Ashburton River are caused principally
by flood flows large enough to wash over gravel surfaces and remove colonising vegetation. Low flows
are of limited significance, largely in terms of changes in the number of branch channels in the braided
lower river, lt appears that flow abstraction has had a limited effect on vegetative colonisation of the
Ashburton, the appearance of the riverbed and berms, and the activities of predatory and other animals.

The biomass and species diversity of aquatic vegetation in the Ashburton is adjusted to the frequency of
freshes (>25 m'/s) able to remove periphyton, the durations of interÍresh low flow periods during which
periphyton is able to re-establish, and the chemical and physical quality of the water (particularly,
elevated nutrienl availability below Ashburton oxidation pond, and elevated summer temperatures in the
low river). lt is unlikely that flow abslractions have had a major effect on accrual or periodic flushing of
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periphyton. lt ís unlikely that modification of the flow regime has had any effect on the species that are
present in the river system, given lhe ease with which recolonisation can and does take place from
upstream sources and refugia. A more important control on community structure appears to be
enrichment, particularly below the Ashburton oxidation pond outfall.

The diversity and standing crop of aquatic macroinvertebrates are likely, on average, to respond to
management of the flow regime ín a way similar to that suggested for periphyton. Species composition is

adjusted to the naturally unstable flow regime characteristic of Canterbury Plains rivers, and appears
similar to other rivers. Easy recolonisation from upstream sources and refugia enables macroinvertebrate
communities to re-establish after freshes, even in the completely dewatered section of the North Branch.

Species composition is strongly influenced by enrichment.

The Ashburton River is one of the most important braided rivers in Canterbury for birdlife. Wetland bird
populations appear to be declining, however. The life-supporling capacity of the Ashburton River with

respect to birdlife is related to hydrologic regime principally through flood events, at any time of year, that
provide vegetation-free gravel bars for nesting, and lhe low flows that provide feedìng areas during the
nesting/breeding period, especially in ritfles and side braids. Sagar used the lFlM methodology to
est¡mate flows required to provide maximum food-producing habitat, but concluded that "growth of exotic
plant species in the river bed, thereby reducing the amount of habitat available for breeding, is probably

the most important factor influencing bird numbers on the river."

The most frequently encountered fish in the Ashburton are the upland bully, brown trout and Canterbury
galaxias. None of the species present is uncommon, except for the Canterbury mudfish, which is found in

the catchment but not the main river system. lFlM surveys have been used to estimate the flows at which
optimum areas of habitat are provided for each species, and also to consider passage depths (text Tables
4.3 and 4.4). Maximum habitat for native fish, and to a lesser extent salmonids, is provided at flows that
are well below the natural 7-day mean annual low flow,

Natural character includes many aspects of the river, including severalthat strongly reflect human activity.
One of the most important is the floods that are responsible for the overall appearance of the river and
are affected to a limited exlent by management of the flow regime. The natural character of the river at
the commonly occurring (>80% of the time) low flows is one of extensive areas of gravel crossed by one
or a few wandering channels. Flow abstraction affects attributes such as the relative areas of gravel and
water, but it is uncerlain to what extent the effects are discernible, except in the case of complete
dewatering of the North Branch. Flows required to safeguard the life-supporting capacity of the river
largely would preserve water-dependent aspects of natural character.

The Ashburton provides a regionally significant sport fishery. lt has been declining for several decades,
but the reasons - low flows, river mouth closure, changes in river morphology, vegetation growth on the
banks, etc. - are still unclear. lt appears, though, that flow requirements for angling are more demanding
than for maintenance of fish habitat. The Ashburton is used for a variety of other recreation, but low flows
and degraded water quality appear to be making the experience increasingly unsatisfactory.

The report recommends the attributes of a flow management regime that will achieve Objective 1 of
Chapter 9 of the CRPS. Maintenance is required of large floods, medium "flushing freshes", and low
flows. Annual patterns of flow and natural variability of flow can be accommodated by maintaining the
pattern of floods and freshes. Maintenance of water quality is also necessary, although the non-point
source andlor natural origins of much of the contaminant load indicate that management on a catchment
basis, rather than of the river alone, is necessary. Two management rules are suggested, that aim to
maintain (a) low llows sufficient to safeguard life-suppoding capacity (and based largely on lFlM
analysis), and (b) the f requency of flushing freshes. lt is considered that they are an appropriate means of
achieving the purposes of the Resource Management Act. Measures to safeguard life-supporting capacity
will in general serve to achieve the other purposes of Objective 1. The report concludes by identifying
fourteen areas in which additional information would be desirable, to support confident management of
the Ashburton water resource.
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Photo 1. Upper South Branch, Ashburton River, with Arrowsmith Range in the distance (8 June
2001).

Photo 2. Upper South Branch, Ashburton River, near Hakatere, looking.downstream (8 June
2001).
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Photo 3. South Branch, Ashburton River, at SH72, looking downstream. The semi-braided,
semi-meandering nature of the channel and the bordering woodland are clearly seen (8 June
2oo1).

Photo 4. North Branch, Ashburton River, about 5 km above Thompsons Tracl< bridge. The
channel is bordered on both sides by vegetative protection works but is braided; flowing water is
present at the far (true right) bank, but the river bed is predominantly bare gravel (6 June 2001).
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Photo 5. Confluence of South Branch, Ashburton River, and Taylors Stream (foreground).
Valetta Bridge is in the centre of the view (8 June 2001)'

Photo 6. South Branch, Ashbufion River, at Hills Road, looking downstream along one of the
two flowing channels (6 June 2001).
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Photo 7. Lower Ashbu¡ton River 7-10 km downstream from SH1, looking downstream. The
Wakanui reach studied in the Ashburton lFlM studies is in the view. Note extensive
development of shrubland within the river bed; in places, this could become permanently
vegetated, for example on the true right bank in the centre of the view (8 June 2001).

Phoiõ ". There is no
flow (6 June 2001).
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Photo 9. Bowyers Stream at Hepburn Road ford, looking upstream (6 June 2001). A riffle crest
is visible that likely would prevent upstream movement of salmon or trout; note the impact on
the channel of vehicle traffic. The view downstream shows a narrow channel that would be
negotiable by a fish, but above the ford vehicle passage has caused the flow to spread out and
become unnaturally shallow.

photo 10. Taylors stream, looking downstream from Roxburgh Bridge on staveley Road (6

June 2001). There is extensiv" rign of vehicle travel and excavation, which disrupts fish habitat

and passage.
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Photo 11. Mt Harding Creek, looking upstream from Rakaia Gorge Road/Braemar Road (6 June
2001). The creek is channelised, and is sufficiently deep to be negotiable by trout.

Photo 12. Ashburton River lagoon and bar (6 June 2001).
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(compare Photo 13b). Note the extensive cover of grass, shrubs, and some willows on the river bed, and
the vegetated berms.

Photo 13. (a) Aerial photograph of the Ashburton River in 1941 , just downstream of SH1 . Flow is from top
to bottom. The location of the Ashbufton oxidation ponds is on the right bank at the top of the view
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Photo 13. (b). Aerial photograph of the Ashbufton River in 1999, just downstream of SH1, in the same
location and to approximately the same scale as Photo 13a. Flow is f rom top to bottom. Note that the river
bed is actually clearer of vegetation than it was in 1941, presumably as a result of the relative number
and size of floods that had passed down the river in the months preceding each photo. Note also that the
permanent channel in 1999 is only half the 1941 width and the riparian vegetation is more extensive and
denser. The active river bed at the right bank in 1 941 had become permanent "dry land" by 1 999.
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1. lntroduction

Environment Canterbury is preparing a
Natural Resources Regional Plan, which
inter alia will address issues related to
managing water in rivers, lakes and aquifers
and the beds of rivers and lakes. The water
section of this Plan will build on the
objectives and policies in the Canterbury
Regional Policy Statement (CRPS),
Chapters 9 and 10 (CRC, 1998).

The Plan will dealwith water resources on a
regional basis, but Environment Canterbury
also is addressing urgent management
needs in critical catchments on a river-by-
river basis. The scope of this report is the
Ashburton River, including the Noñh and
South branches, the mainstem and their
tributariesl. lts emphasis is on the river
downstream from the foothills (i.e. east of
Mt Somers), where the water resource has
over the years been exploited extensively
for irrigation, stockwater, and other
purposes, and where there are particular
issues relating to resource allocation.

1.1 Purpose

The report aims to assess the flow
management regime requíred to protect the
values identified in (a) to (h) of Objective 1,
Chapter 9 of the CRPS (Table 1)'. To
permit this, it will:

. synthesise current knowledge about the
natural character, ecological,
landscape, amenity and other intrinsic
values of the Ashburton River,

. examine their relationship to flow
regime, and

. assess how well the existing flow
regime and alternatíve proposed
regimes meet flow requirements.

' The work brief excludes the Ashburton lakes,
and the report does not consider them.
2 Wahitapu and wahitaonga (CRPS Chapter 9
Objective 1 (d) will not be addressed, as they
are not flow related.

Environment Canterbury Technical Report

Table 1. Values specified in Objective 1,
chapter 9, Canterbury Regional Policy

1.2 Definition of terms

A number of terms used in the
commissioning brief derive from the
Resource Management Act or the Regional
Policy Statement, and require definition.

"Natural charactel' and "outstand¡ng
natural features and landscapes" are
referred to in Policy 1 and Objective 1 (e
and f) of Chapter 9 of the CRPS; their
preservation and protection are referred to
respectively in section 6 (a) and (b) of the
Resource Management Act 1991 as
"matters of national importance". The Act
does not define these terms. However,
Policy 1 of the CRPS Chapter 9 requires
that, in setting regímes for surface water
bodies, particular regard should be had to:

. Natural patterns of flow or water level
change

o River or lake bed morphology and
substrate material

o Bed gradient
o Water quality
o Habitat requirements

Statement labbreviated wordi
(a) Safeguarding ... sources of drinking

water for oeoole
(b) Safeguarding ... life-supporting capacity

of the water, including aquatic
ecosystems, siqnificant habitats of
indigenous fauna and areas of significant
indioenous veoetation

(c) Safeouardinq ... mahinoa kai
(d) Protectino ...wahi taou and wahi taonoa
(e) Preserving ... natural character of lakes

and rivers
(f) Protecting ... outstanding natural

features and landscaoes
(g) Protecting ... significant habitat of trout

and salmon
(h) Maintaining and enhancing ... amenity

values
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o Appropriate alternative minimum flow
regimes including mean annual low flow.

Earlier Technical Reports (Mosley, 1999a
and b) have examined the nature of the
natural character and amenity values of
rivers and lakes, and the relationship of flow
variation and abstraction regime to those
and other instream values. Reference
should also be made to the Flow guidelines
for instream flows (Ministry for the
Environment, 1998).

Mosley (1999b)defined natural character on
the basis of literature review, case law, and
current practice in a majority of regional and
unitary authorities. He concluded that "the
natural character of a locality might be
defined as deriving from those observable
elements, attributes and patterns in the
environment that were produced by
naturally occurring biological and physical
processes, and those processes
themselves. lt excludes any that were
produced by human agency. The elements,
attributes, patterns and processes that are
viewed as contributors to natural character,
and the importance attached to each, may
depend on the observer, and may vary from
place to place."

The components of natural character that
have been taken into account in
environmental law decisions are numerous
and wide-ranging; Mosley summarised them
as shown in Table 1.2. He concluded that
"natural character and amenity values are
not easily separated, and it seems that
natural character is largely a subset of
amenity value". He suggested that it

essentially coincides with the "natural or
physical qualities and characleristics of an
area that contribute to peoPle's
appreciation" of any "pleasantness,
aesthetic coherence, and recreational
attributes" (the RM Act definition of amenity
value) derived from natural processes rather
than human activity.

Table 1.2. Elements of natural character
in the coastal environment - case law

o Location, setting and context within the
broader environment

¡ Topography, landforms, and landforming
processes, including specific landform
features (e.9. the seabed, the shoreline)

. Vegetative ground cover, biota,
ecosystems, and ecological processes

o Combination of natural elements, natural
patterns and natural processes

o Resilience to disturbance, potential
naturalness, and likely future recovery

o Presence or absence of built structures
and artificial patterns, and their relative
dominance with respect to natural elements

Natural features are defined by lhe Flow
guidelines for instream values (Ministry for
the Environment, 1998, p. 67) as "distinct
and spatially restricted parts of the
landscape, such as rock outcrops, bush
remnants, lakes and rivers, or components
of the landscape such as a
geomorphological f eature."

The concept of landscape, as defined by the
New Zealand Institute of Landscape
Architects in its Statement of Philosophy,
"reflecls the cumulative effecls of physical
and cultural processes", and encompasses
amenity and intrinsic values. The Flow
guidelines for instream values (Ministry for
the Environment, 1998, p. 65) reproduces
Simon Upton's suggestion that "landscape
is simply a collection of natural and physical
resources viewed according to a particular
personal and cultural value set." Hence,
landscape is described and assessed in
terms of its physical, biological and cultural
features (landform and land cover), and
perceptual characteristics such as aesthetic
coherence. Any consideration of landscape
must take account of change (the concept
incorporates processes), scale and relative
size, and interconnections among adjacent
features or localities.
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Mosley's (1989) research into public
perceptions of river scenery indicated that
public preferences are influenced by a wide
range of elements of the "riverscape".
These elements extend from the colour of
the water and the relative extent of bare
gravel and water near the observer, right
through to the visibility of alpine barrens,
possibly at some distance, in the landscape
as a whole. The research indicated that
people tend to be more influenced by the
landscape through which the river flows,
than by the character of the river itself.

The adjective "outstanding" is used in the
CRPS and the RM Act Section 6 (b) in
respect of natural features and landscapes.
As with the nouns to which the adjective is
applied, there is likely to be a strong
subjective element in deciding what is
"outstanding", and no clear guidance is
available. lf comparable features or values
are ranked, "outstanding" might be taken to
equate to a given percentile range (e.9. the
top 10/") of all cases. ln practice, the
national assessments prepared around the
time of enactment of New Zealand's "wild
and scenic river" legislation (the 1981
amendment of the Water and Soil
Conservation Act) provide yardsticks
against which the Ashburton may be
compared (see below).

Subsequent sections consider the natural
features and landscape of the Ashburton
system, the natural character of the river, its
life-supporting capacity and associated
ecological values, and the amenity values
afforded by the river. Because there is
substantial overlap among these terms, the
reader may need to refer to more than one
section to obtain full coverage of a particular
topic. ln each case, particular reference is
made to its relationship with river flow
variations and management.

2. Natural features and
Iandscapes of the
Ashburton River

Paragraph (f) of Objective 1 in chapter 9 of
the CRPS seeks to safeguard outstanding
natural features and landscapes. An
appropriate starting point for this report is to
consider the landscape of the Ashburton
River, as the context within which other
parts of Objective 1 are to be attained. The
Canterbury Regional Council's
Environmental Manual (Roper-Lindsay,
1991, section 5) provides a summary of the
Ashburton's natural environment and
ecological values; this has been expanded
somewhat by a draft report on the Water
resources of the Canterbury region
(Morland, 1994; see Appendix 1). The New
Zealand recreational river suruey (Egarr and
Egarr, 1981) provides 'Thumbnail"
descriptions of the river (Appendix 2). An
appraisal of the landscape and natural
character of the Ashburton River recently
has been commissioned by Environment
Canterbury (Boffa Miskell, 2001).

2.1 The components of the
Ashburton River system

2.1.1 The headwaters
The North and South Branches of the
Ashburton, and their principal tributaries
(Pudding Hill Stream, Taylors Stream,
Bowyers Stream) rise in the "basin and
range" country of the Canterbury high
country, between the Rakaia and Rangitata
Rivers. The South Branch extends back to
Mt Arrowsmith, at 2,795 m the highest peak
in the Arrowsmith Range, some 15 km
southeast of the Main Divide. The North
Branch extends back to Godley Peak (2,087
m) in the Palmer Range, about 25 km
southeast of the Main Divide (Photo 1).

A notable feature of the South Branch is the
Upper Gorge, through which the river
passes before flowing onto the moraine and
outwash surfaces around Hakatere. As it

Environment Canterbury Technical Report 15
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flows across this low relief terrain, past the
Ashburton Lakes, the South Branch
becomes braided (Photo 2). lt then narrows
into a single channel as it passes through
the so-called Ashburton Gorge, which really
is simply a narrow valley section, ,and
thereafter widens out to a semi-braided
form, down to Mt Somers (Photo 3).

Only a handful of water permits have been
granted above SH72, and the instream and
amenity values of the headwaters are
unaffected by present or foreseeable
management of flows.

2.1.2 The Ashburton Lakes
The upper catchment of the South Branch,
above the Ashburton Gorge, and its
tributary the Stour River include the
"Ashburton Lakes". These eight lakes,
Emma, Roundabout, Camp, Clearwater,
Maori, Emily, Manuka and Seagull, are of
glacial origin. They are very distinctive
features, with considerable ecological and
recreational value.

2.1.3 The "Plains reach"
As they flow across the Canterbury Plains,
the North and South Branches of the
Ashbufion, and the mainstem below their
confluence down to the sea, have braided,
gravel-bedded channels (Photos 4 to 7).
They are bordered almost everywhere with
a dense growth of willows and poplars,
planted to control river migration and
provide flood protection. Channel widths are
on the order of 80 m (in the unnaturally
narrow Blands Reach of the North Branch,
Photo 8) to 400 m or so in the relatively
unconstrained sections of the river.

The Ashbufion is similar in process, form
and appearance to a dozen other braided
rivers that flow across the Canterbury
Plains. This type of gravel-bedded braided
river is uncommon elsewhere in New
Zealand - examples also are found in
Hawkes Bay - and extremely unusual and
distinctive on an international scale. lndeed,
many scientists have come to study the
form and processes of the Canterbury

16

braided rivers; for example, the Ashburton
ilself was the subject of intensive study by
an lsraeli scientist during the mid-1980s.

The appearance of the Ashburton is
conditioned principally by:

. its location on a former glacial outwash
plain, and lack of confinement,

. the abundant, coarse greywacke
(sandstone) bedload,

o the "flashy" nature of the flow regime, in
which erosive floods are periodic
occurrences, and

. the steep channel slope (around 5-6 m
fall per km), which gives high flows
considerable energy to carry bedload
and erode the river banks.

Another important contributor is the relative
erodibility of the unconsolidated bank
material, which allows the river to move
laterally. Dense flood protection plantings
reduce bank erodibility, by binding the bank
sediments together. ln time, this can be
expected to enable the river channel to
become narrower, as appears to be
happening in other Canterbury rivers, such
as the Waitaki.

The overall size and form of the Canterbury
braided rivers is created during large floods
which occur every few years (Mosley,
1999a). The pattern of bars and channels is
maintained by floods that occur every few
months, and that inter alia are large enough
to sweep the bars clear of woody vegetation
that might otherwise convert the channel to
an anastamosing form with a network of
relatively stable channels separated by
vegetated islands.

As will be discussed more fully in later
sections, the medium to large floods that
control the overall braided form of the
Ashburton are likely to be affected to a
limited extent by management of the flow
regime. Flow abstraction reduces the
frequency, size and duration of freshes that
are able to sweep parts of the river bed
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clear of invading woody vegetation. This
may tend to encourage stabilisation of
islands and a reduction in the width of the
active river bed. However, the present
appearance of the channel shows little
evidence that this has been a significant
effect in recent decades, independently of
the effects of bank protection work,

The appearance of the channels for much of
the time reflects the way in which low flow
accommodates itself to the bed contours
created during preceding floods. The
appearance of a river is enhanced by an
increase in the area of water (relative to that
of bare gravel), the number and size of
pools, riffles, and side braids (in a braided
river), and an increase in the apparent
movement of water (e.9. the amount of
turbulent water visible in riffles). ln general,
these aspects decrease with declining
flows, so that flow abstraction certainly
detracts from the appearance of a braided
river like the Ashburton. This is discussed in
more specific detail in the sections on life-
supporting capacity and natural character.

2.1.4 The major tributaries
As they cross the upper Plains, the major
tributaries, Bowyers Stream, Taylors
Stream, and Pudding Hill Stream, also are
cobble- and gravel-bedded, on the order of
10-20 metres in width, with generally single-
thread channels that show a tendency to
braiding (Photos 9 and 10). They are similar
in form and appearance to thousands of
kilometres of cobble- and gravel-bedded
streams throughout New Zealand.

As with the Plains section of the main river,
the appearance of the major tributaries at
low flow probably has been affected by flow
abstraction, but there is little evidence that
abstraction has significantly modified the
flood flows that maintain the overall size and
appearance of these streams.

2.1.5 Spring-fed streams
The Ashburton system also includes several
small spring-fed streams Mt Harding
Creek, O'Shea Creek, Snowdon Creek, and
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Lagmhor Creek - that are only 1-2 metres
wide. They have been highly modified by
channelisation, rerouting, and abstraction,
and in many respects have the appearance
of agricultural drainage channels rather than
natural streams (Photo 1 1).

2.1.6 The river mouth
The Ashburton flows to the Pacific Ocean
via a lagoon/estuary that is bounded to both
north and south by 20 m high terraces
(Photo 12). The river mouth is a very
dynamic system, responding to the balance
between shoreline and river processes
(Todd, 1992). Long-shore drift continually
replenishes the bar and barrier beach
across the mouth of the river, and displaces
the mouth generally northward, commonly
by 800 m but up to 1.5 to 2 km from the
northern bank of the river. This process
creates a lagoon with an area up to 4-5 ha.
The mouth periodically reverts to the point
where the river reaches the sea, as high
flows break through the bar. The cycle of
mouth displacement and re-establishment
takes about 19 months on average.

When the river mouth is located where the
river channel reaches the coast, it is likely to
close when river flow is less than 4 m3/s
(Todd, 1992). A^higher flow, suggested by
Todd to be 6 mo/s, is needed to keep the
mouth open when it is displaced
northwards. He estimated that a flow of g0
m3/s is required to breach the bar. The
effect of flow abstraction on closure of the
river mouth is discussed more fully in
Section 4.4, on trout and salmon habitat.

The Ashbufton River mouth is similar in
many respects to those of the other
Canterbury braided rivers -although each,
of course, has its distinctive features.

2.2 Outstanding natural features
and landscapes

Appraisals of the landscape and other
values of New Zealand rivers that were
undertaken in association with the 1981
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amendment of the National Water & Soil
Conservation Act provide guidance with
regard to the Ashburton River.

2.2.1 National lnventory of Wild and
Scenic Rivers

The final lnventory (Grindell, 1984) includes
the Ashburton River, from source to sea, in
its list of "nationally important wild and
scenic rivers". Other Canterbury rivers
include the Ahuriri, Rakaia, Waimakariri,
Hurunui, Ada, and Clarence. lt is included in
the categories recreational and scenic, with
specific comment as follows:

Outstanding characteristics: to 5H72,
morainic and outwash landscape. From
SH72 to the sea, angling.

Comment: Open flats covered in short
tussock and low producing pasture with
glacial moraine lakes and large river
terraces. Mountains surround flats.
Camping, fishing, walking, picnicking.

The Draft lnventory (NWASCO, 1982) had
included the headwater rivers above SH72
(Pudding Hill Stream, North Branch, Taylors
Stream, Staveley Stream, Bowyers Stream,
South Branch) in its "4" List for scenic and
recreational values. The above Comment
applies to this group. The river below SH72
to the sea was included in the "C" List for its
recreational values only3.

2.2.2 Schedule of Protected Waters
The Protected Waters Assessment
Committee (Grindell and Guest, 1986)
-included 

the Ashburton River in Group 2 of
its list of proposed protected watersa:

3 The "A' List: rivers that clearly have
outstanding wild, scenic, recreational or other
natural characteristics, The "C" Listt rivers for
which the committee had insufficient information
to show that there are outstanding natural
characteristics.
a The Primary List contains the minimum number
of waters required to provide adequate
representation;these are the "very best
examples". Group 2 rivers also deserve
protection and should be used "if the Schedule
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Ashburton Biver. Scenic (interesting
landscape features), recreation (camping,
fishing, walking and picnicking)

and the Ashburton Lakes in its Primary List:

Ashburton Lakes. These are included
generically and instrinsically as one group.
They include Emma, Roundabout, Camp,
Clearwater, Maori, Emily, Manuka, Seagull.
A very highly valued wildlife habitat
especially for breeding of the southern
crested grebe. The habitat waters are not
large but are close together in an open
tussock grassland (with some willow)
providing separate, non-competitive
territoríes in close proximity. Emily has the
only brook char population of any significant
value for anglers, and Clearwater and Camp
a high species diversity of aquatic flora.
Collectively of high scenic-recreational
value for painters and visitors seeking high
country impressions.

2.2.3 New Zealand recreational river
survey

The New Zealand recreational river survey
(Egarr and Egarr, 1981) ranked much_of the
Ashburton, in terms of its scenict and
recreational values, as moderate to low
(Table 2.1 and Appendix 2). The survey
was written from the point of view of
recreationists, but provides a reasonable
appraisal of the scenic value of the river.

2.2.4 Summary
ln terms of Objective 1, Chapter 9 of the
CRPS, outstanding natural features and
landscapes in the Ashburton River system
are the Ashburton Lakes and perhaps the
headwaters - including the Upper Gorge -
of the South Branch, as the river flows from
the Arrowsmith Range. None of the other
landscape features of the river described in

needs to be bigger than the first group alone".
They are examples whose values are
represented best by a Primary List water body.
'Scenic value is defined on a six-point scale:
dull, uninspiring, moderate, picturesque,
impressive, exceptional.
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the preceding section could be regarded as
outstanding in the usual sense of the word.

Table 2.1. Evaluation of Ashburton River
by the New Zealand recreational river

The "Upper Gorge is in the upper catchment,
is not the same as theabove Hakatere, and

Ashburton Gorge.
* above Cavendish
* 

below Cavendish

It appears that the Ashburton was included
in the National lnventory of Wild and Sceníc
Rivers and the proposed List of Protected
Waters principally because of the scenic
qualities of its upper reaches, above
Ashburton Gorge. The lower river's
"moderate" scenic ranking in the New
Zealand recreational rivers survey is likely
to be associated with the backdrop of the
Canterbury high country, rather than the
scenic quality of the river itself. Mosley's
(1989) research indicates that members of
the public accord a rather low value to rivers
like the Ashburton, in terms of scenic
preference, unless vistas beyond the
riverbed add interest. The view on the river
bed is constrained by riparian vegetation,
and the river is visible only in a limited
number of locations because it is obscured
by willows and poplars. The most frequently
seen view of the river, from SH1, is a brief
glimpse only, and not particularly flattering.

3 Hydrological reg¡me

3.1 Sources of data

The surface and ground water resources of
the Ashburton River system have been

described and analysed by de Joux (1992a,
b) and Young (1992). Horrell (2001) has
examined the low flow regime in detail, and
has attempted to reconstruct the natural,
"without abstraction" regime. Pearson
(1996) provides analysis of flood
frequencies at six locations in the
catchment,

Key water level/discharge recording stations
are located on the South Branch at Mt
Somers (catchment area 540 km'), for
which reliable records commence in 1967,
and on the North Branch at Old Weir (in the
gorge; catchment area 276 km2), for which
records commence in 1982. There are also
short time series records of water level on
the South Ashburton at Valetta Bridge, and
on the main stem downstream from SH1.

The time series records are supplemented
by an extensive body of "spot gaugings" at
over 50 locations throughout the catchment
(Horrell, 2001, Table 2.1). This dataset
contains several sets of simultaneous
gaugings that enable a picture to be built up
of how flow varies with distance from the
headwaters, and in response to artificial
abstractions and losses/gains to
groundwater. Horrell's analysis relates to
low flows, below mean flow, and there is a
lot less information on how medium to high
flows vary down river, and how they are
affected by management of the flow regime.
As a result, some of the discussion in
subsequent sections of the effecls of
abstractions is unavoidably speculative.

3.2 Natural flow regime

The hydrological regime of the Ashburton
catchment reflects (Young, 1992) the
influence of:

. nofihwesterly winds, which are
responsible for much of the precipitation
in the headwaters as far east as Mt Hutt
and Mt Somers,

survev.
Reach Scenic value Recreational

value
Upper ooroe* lmpressive Low
Uooer river" Picturesque lntermediate
Lower river Moderate Low
N Branch Moderate lnsionificant
Tributaries Uninsoírino lnsiqnificant
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. the south to southwest airflows that
bring most of the rainfall on the
Canterbury Plains,

. seasonal snow storage and snowmelt in

the headwaters,
. the moderating influence on runotf of

lakes, wetlands and low gradient glacial
terrain in the Ashburton Lakes area of
the South Branch catchment, and

. the annual cycle of evapotranspiration.

Precipitation is generally evenly distributed
throughout the year, although it tends to be
at a maximum in spring in the headwaters
and in autumn on the Plains. On the Plains,
December is consistently the wettest month,
and June and September tend to be the
driest. Precipitation is strongly influenced by
orographic effects, with annual totals
ranging from about 700 mm/y at the coast to
an estimated 2,000 mm/y in the Arrowsmith
Range. There is a marked rain-shadow
effect on the lnland Basins.

Potential evapotranspiration is generally
highest in December and January, and
lowest in June and July. A water balance
model used by the New Zealand
Meteorological Service indicates for
Ashburton a moisture deficit extending from
October to April on average, reaching 68
mm in January.

The flow regime of the Ashburton is typical
of Canterbury rivers, which are
characterised by a wide range of flows
(Table 3.1). lt reflects to some extent the
presence in the headwaters of glaciers and
winter snowpack (Figure 2.1). The South
Branch in particular is influenced by snow
storage and snowmelt in the Arrowsmith
Range, with a September-November
increase in baseflows apparent in many (not
all) years (Appendix 3, Figure 1). The lowest
mean monthly flows at Mt Somers are in
late summer (mean monthly flow of 8.07
m3/s in March) and the highest during the
spring snowmelt season (mean monthly
flow of 16.9 m3/s in October). At both Mt
Somers and Old Weir sites, flow is below 30

m3/s for 97-98/" of the time (Appendix 3
Figures 2 and 3).

The mean flows of the South and North
Branches (at Mt Somers and Old Weir
respectively) are 11.3 m3/s and 8.84 m3/s.
Annual mean flows at Mt Somers vary
between 7.32 msls in 1969 and 15.3 m3/s in
1986, and between 6.30 m3/s in 1999 and
13.5 m3/s in 1986 at Old Weir (Appendix 3,

Table 1). Absolute recorded maxima and
minima are 309 m3/s and 2,68 m3/s
respectively at Mt Somers, and 302 m3/s
and 1.74 m'/s respectively at Old Weir
(Appendix 3, Table 2).

The pattern of flows varies considerably
from year to year, as a comparison of
hydrographs (Appendix 3, Figure 1) shows.

Table 3.1. Selected hydrological

Floods occur year-round, with a tendency to
be more common during the period
September-December, possibly in

association with "rain-on-snow" conditions.
There is a ten{old year-to-year variation in
the maximum flood peaks at Mt Somers,
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Ashburton River.
South
Branch

North
Branch

Period of record 1 968-2001 1 982-2001
Catchment area
km2

s39 276

Mefn discharge
lm"/s)

11.3 8.84

Me!ian discharge
lmo/s)

9.12 6.52

Minimum discharge
(m'is)

2.68 1.74

Mean annual min.
flow (m3/s)

4.38 2.79

Mean annualT-day
low flow (mo/s)

4.65 3.02

Maximum
discharoe (msis)

309 302

Mean annualflood
lm3is)

103 172

57o exceedance
flow (m3/s)

24.4 21.1

1 % exceedance
ftow (m3/s)

43.3 45.6
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which lange from 309 m3/s in 1986 to only
30.8 m"/s in 1999 (Appendix 3, Table 2). Al
Old Weir, the range is slightly narrower,
from 302 m3/s in 1994 to s2 m3/s in 1g98,
but the North Branch floods tends to
experience more flood events.

The headwaters of the South Branch have
specific mean annual flood discharges of 2-
3'm3/s/km2, in comparison with móre than
20 m3/s/km2 at the Main Divide a few
kilometres to the west. The lnland Basin
part of the South Branch is in a zone with
very low specific mean annual flood
discharges, less than 0.5 m3/s/km'
(McKerchar and Pearson, 1990). The Plains
section is mapped by McKerchar and
Pearson as having specific mean annnual
floods in the range 0.5-2,5 mt/s/km'.
Overall, specific mean annual floods are
0.19 m3/s/km2 and 0.62 m3/s/km2 at Mt
Somers and Old Weir respectively.

The averages at Mt Somers and Old Weir
are 6.4 and I respectively, with ranges from
1 to 12 and 3 to 15 (Appendix 3, Figure 1).
These floods are by no means equally
spaced, however, so that they do not have
the same potential for affecting river
morphology and ecology. The longest
periods during which there were no freshes
>25 m3/s at Mt Somers and Old Weir
respectively were 265 days in 1987/8 and
176 days in 1999. However, periods
exceeding 100 days are not uncommon.

Long periods of sustained low flow can
occur at any time of year, but seem to be
particularly characteristic of January through
to August (Appendix 3, Figure 1). The
longest period of days during which flows
remained continuously below the median
flow, 11.3 m3/s, at Mt Somers in a given
year has varied from 14 to 134, with an
annual average of 68. The monthly 7-day
low flowT at Mt Somers varies fiom an
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average of 12.0 m3/s in-October (during
snowmelt), to 5.9-6.1 mt/s in March and
April. The lowest sustained 7-day low
flow was 3.3 mo/s, in April 1973
(Appendix 3, Table 3). At Old Weir, the
average monthly 7-day low flow has
varied between g.1 m3/s in October to
3,8-3.9 m3/s in February and March, with
the overall minimum monthly 7-day low
flow of 1.9 m3/s in April 2OO1:

Figure 2.1. Annual flow regimes: mean
monthly flows during 1968-2000 (South
Branch at Mt Somers) and 1983-2000
(North Branch at Old Weir).

The number of distincto flood events in any
one year that exceed 25 m3/s at Mt Somers
and Old Weir (approximately the five
percentile flow in both cases, an index of
the flow needed to "flush" the riverbed of silt
and periphyton) also varies significantly.

6 Separated by a period of recession to low flow.
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The natural flow regime of the Ashburton
and its tributaries as they flow across the
Canterbury Plains is significantly
influenced by surface-groundwater

interactions: losses from the channel in
some locations, and gains in others (Horrell,
2001). Natural flows are also heavily
modified by abstractions for, principally,
stockwater and irrigation, and Horrell has
"reconstructed" the natural regime in order
to establish how unmodified low flows
change in the downstream direction
(Appendix 3, Table 4).

7 i.e. the discharge not exceeded during the
seven day period of sustained low flows in a
given month.
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3.3 Managed flow regime

The Ashburton is one of the most heavily
modified river systems in the country, with
some 18.2 m3/s, 60% of the mean flow at
SH1, allocated for abstraction. Appraising
the impact of abstractions on the flow
regime is by no means straightfonrvard,
because few of the abstractions are
constant, and they cause secondary effects
on river flows via changes to groundwater
levels in aquifers that are hydraulically
connected to the river. Appendix 3, Table 5,
uses the data compiled by Horrell (2001) to
estimate the effect of abstractions at
different points along the river, for mean
flow and mean annual 7-day low flow. This
table is based on some quite severe
assumptions, and should be taken only as
indicative of the "median" effect of
abstractions on the natural flow regime.

ln practice, the data used by Horrell (2001)
indicate that abstractions reduce discharge
at SH1 by 9.4 m3/s under "median
conditions" (and by a maximum of about
13.5 m3/s). That is equivalent lo 31% of the
mean flow of 30.1 m'/s and 66% of the
mean annual 7-day low flow of 14.2 m3/s.
The impact of the abstraction upon residual
flow varies from place to place (Appendix 3,
Table 5). The South Branch below the RDR
to its confluence with Taylor Stream, and
the entire North Branch are particularly
affected;the addition of Taylor Stream flows
to the South Branch tends to "compensate"
for the impacts on the mid-section of the
South Branch, although abstractions also
can severely reduce flow in Taylors Stream.
Relative impacts also, of course, decline as
natural discharge increases. Hence,
"median" abstractions reduce by only 25% a
natural flow at SH1 equivalent to the mean
flow for November, 38.2 m3/s (Appendix 3,
Table 5), At the height of the irrigation
season, it is likely that abstractions more
nearly approach the allocated total, and
have a much larger proportional effect on
residual streamflows.

Horrell (2001) also points to the impacts of
other human activity. He suggests that
aggradation in the Blands Reach of the
Norlh Branch (as a result of river control
work) may have increased losses to
groundwater by 1.2 m3/s during the
irrigation season. He also notes that riparian
willows may transpire on the order of 75 l/s
per square kilometre, which would amount
to a toiat transpiration on the order of 1 m3/s
over the whole length of river (North and
South Branches) from SH72 to the sea.
Pattle Delamore (1997) conclude that
groundwater wells that are hydraulically
connected to the river take a total of 0.85
m3/s from surface water. (This figure is
taken account of by Horrell's (2001)
estimates of abslraction).

3.4 Water quality

Surface water quality is of significance for a
number of components of Objective 1 in
Chapter 9 of the CRPS, notably (a) and (h)
(drinking water and amenity values).
Sevicke-Jones (1992) summarised the
water quality status of the Ashburton
system; data collected since 1990 have
been assembled by Shirley Hayward
(Appendix 4; S. Hayward, pers. comm.,
2001). These data are for the North and
South Branches at SH72, for the North and
South Branches near their confluence
(Digby's Bridge and Hills Road
respectively), and the Ashburton at SH1 and
the river mouth.

The human population of the Ashburton
system is light above Ashburton township
itself , but agricultural development is
intensive on the Plains section. Sevicke-
Jones identified 80 discharge permits in
19928, most of which were to land. The
principal discharges to water were:

8 ln addition, various smaller discharges existed,
most of which were wastewater discharges to
land and were permitted activities under the
Transitional Regional Plan.
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. Secondary treated effluent from
Ashburton oxidation pond; 30,548
m3/week into the main stem.

. Primary treated woolscour rinsewater
from Ashburton woolscour; 2,005
m3/week into the main stem.

o Primary treated shingle and truck
washing wastewater; three consents of
4,000, 2,600, and 2,000 m3/week into
the main stem and South Branch.

ln addition, there are a number of points at
which irrigation return flows may reach the
river system, although many of these flow
very infrequently, and/or are low volume.

Sevicke-Jones (1992) concluded that the
water quality of the North Branch above
Digby's Bridge and of the South Branch
above Hills Road meets requirements for
water contact recreation, but that water
quality deteriorates as the river approaches
the coast, principally as a result from
discharges from the Ashburton oxidation
pond. He considered that water quality in
1992 had changed little from that in 1977.

3.4.1 Physical water quality
Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations were
greater than the guideline minimum value of
6 g/m' for aquatic ecosystems at all sites,
and 95% of samples were above 8.2 g/m3.
Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD5) is low,
typically less than 1.5 g/mo, which indicates
a low level of organic pollution. Percent
saturation of DO exceeded the guideline
minimum value of 80% for at least 95% of
the spot measurements (Appendix 4).. With
the steep slope and pool-run-riffle form of
the Ashburlon's channels, re-aeration of the
water maintains DO concentrations within
desirable guidelines, even at low flows.
Photosynthetic activity also increases DO
concentrations during the daytime, but
Sevicke-Jones (1992) suggested that
oxygen depletíon is possible at night, when
biological respiration is greatest.

A second attribute of physical water quality
that is of particular significance for the
Canterbury braided rivers is water
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temperature. Temperatures greater than 23-
25eC are potentially lethal to salmonids, but
adult fish are increasingly stressed above
18-204C, and actively avoid water with
higher temperatures (G. Glova, NIWA, pers.
comm., 2001). The maximum temperature
tolerances of native fish present in the river
are higher (generally over 30qC: Richardson
et al., 1994). Tolerances of the more
temperature-sensitive macro-invertebrate
species are more similar to salmonids, with
Deleatidium having an upper lethal
temperature tolerance in the range 22.6-
26.8sC (Quinn et a1.,1994).

The maximum water temperature recorded
in the Ashburton was 30"C at SH1, which is
well outside the lethal limit for salmonids of
25"C. However, 95% of the measurements
at SH1 were less than 18oC, below the
"avoidance limit" for salmonids.
Temperatures recorded at the other five
sampling locations did not exceed 23.8'C
(recorded at the mouth). Of course, periodic
measurements of the temperature in the
main channel do not necessarily represent
the actual highest temperatures atlained,
nor the considerable variation in water
temperature between different types of
channel. Working in the Rakaia and Ashley
Rivers, Mosley (1983b) found that, at any
one time, water temperature could differ by
8"C in different braids. The coolest sites
were channels fed by seepage through the
gravels, and the warmest sites included
disconnected pools with little or no flow of
water through them.

A similar range of conditions is likely in the
Ashburton, with spring-fed channels
potentially providing cool water refugia, and
return flows through the gravels moderating
temperatures at some locations in larger
channels. Such variability mav mitigate the
effects of high water temperatures, if fish
are actually able to move to localities in
which the temperature is less and habitat is
in other respects suitable. Since 5o/" and
-20% of temperature measurements at
SH1 and the mouth respectively exceed
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18oC, high water temperatures may be - at
the least - a potential limit on the salmonid
population in the Ashburton, and a
contributor to the seasonal nature of the
fishery (Hayes, 1997).

The data provided by Hayward (Appendix 4)
show that water temperatures increase
downstream, from a median of 10.9qC at
SH72 to 15.7eC at the river mouth. The
energy balance model (see Mosley, 1983b,
p. 332) indicates that, in theory, Ashburton
water temperatures during summer should
increase as a result of flow abstractions. ln
the braided Rakaia and Ashley Rivers,
Mosley showed empirically that smaller
channels have a greater downstream rate of
temperature increase than large channels.
His data indicated that reducing discharge
lrom 2 m3/s to 1 m3/s in a side braid could
increase the rate of downstream
temperature increase from 1.3eO/km to
2.OeC/km. Hockey et al. (1982) estimated
that abstraction of water from the Hurunui
River near Balmoral, which has a braided
channel somewhat like that of the
Ashburton, would raise water temperature
by 0.1eC per 1 m3/s reduction in flow over a
32 km distance. Applying Hockey et al.'s
estimate for the Hurunui to the Ashburton
below Ashburton Forks, we may conclude
that abstractions may have increased water
temperatures in the lower river by roughly
1eC. This effect could be significant when
water temperatures are near critical levels -
18-20eC for adult salmonids - during early
afternoon on hot summer's days.

The third significant attribute of physical
water quality in Canterbury braided rivers is
turbidity. lt is not usually considered that
turbidity is a constraint to life-supporting
capacity, particularly not in the Canterbury
rivers, where high turbidity during floods is a
natural and rather frequent occurrence.
However, turbidity is of significance for
angling, and salmon anglers generally
consider that some "colour" in the water
improves their angling success. The
relationship between turbidity and angling
quality in the Ashburton is not well defined,
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because of a lack of measurements and the
variety of other factors that are believed to
have influenced the quality of the fishery in
recent years. However, M. Webb (Central
South lsland Fish & Game, pers. comm.,
2001) considers that optimal angling
conditions in the Ashburton probably are
obtained with somewhat turbid water on the
receding limb of a medium fresh.

3.4.2 Chemical water quality
A principal reason for interest in chemical
water quality is that high concentrations of
nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus
compounds) might encourage proliferation
of aquatic vegetation, with consequent
impacts on aesthetic, recreational and
ecological values.

At the four lower river sites, data in
Appendix 4 indicate that the concentrations
of dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DlN) in
almost all samples are well above guideline
values (Biggs, 2000) for the protectíon of
biodiversity and aesthetic/recreational
values (0.01 g/m3 and 0.019 g/mt
respectivelye¡. The mean concentrations of
dissolved reactive phosphorus (DRP) are
almost all above the guideline values for the
protection of biodiversity (0.001 g/m") and
iecreationaliaesthetic values (0.001 7 glms).

Nitrate-N values are well below guideline
values for stockwater (30 g/m3) and potable
water (11.3 g/ms). At the two (North and
South Branch) sites at SH72, DIN
concentrations are markedly lower than
further down river, but still generally exceed
the guideline value for aesthetic/recreational
values.

3.4.3 Bacteriological waterquality
Bacteriological water quality is of
importance for contact recreation and
drinking water supplies for people and
livestock. The data in Appendix 4 indicate
that about 80% of samples from the four
lower river sites have concentrations of
faecal coliforms (an indicator of faecal

e Guideline values for DIN and DRP are for
monthly means rather than individual samples.
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contamination) below ("better than") the
guideline value for stock water (1,000
cfu/100 ml10¡. However, the median values
for samples at these sites all were above
the guideline value for contact recreation
(200 cfu/100 ml). ln other words, for at least
half (probably about 70"/") ot the time, lower
Ashburton River water is not suitable for
contact recreation. For the two sites at
SH72, faecal coliform concentrations in 80-
85% of samples are within the contact
recreation guideline (Appendix 4). Sevicke-
Jones (1992) found that none of six
samples taken at lnverary Bridge (10 km
upstream of SH72) had faecal coliform
numbers above 160 cfu/100m1.

Virtually none of the samples at any site are
within the faecal coliform guideline for
drinking water, which is that faecal coliforms
must not be detectable in a 100 ml sample.

Data at Boundary Road (5 km below SH1),
just downstream from the Ashburton
oxidation pond discharge, demonstrate the
impact of this discharge on faecal coliform
concentrations (Sevicke-Jones, 1992). The
annual average concentration was 562
cfu/100 ml (142 cfu/100 ml at SH1), with
autumn and winter values approaching 800
cfu/100 ml. Year-round, 807o of samples at
Boundary Road exceeded the 200 cfu/100
ml guideline for contact recreation. During
the summer, 92% of samples did so.
Sevicke-Jones concluded that there had
been no improvement in water qualíty in the
preceding 17 years, since the oxidation
pond was commissioned.

Major point source discharges are not the
only source of faecal contamination,
however, and concentrations progressively
increase across the Plains, although there
are no major discharges. Faecal coliform
concentrations at SH1 increase as
discharge increases, from around 200

'0 The guideline values for faecal coliform are
geometric means for not less than 5 samples
taken per month, of which not more Ihan 20'/"
should exceed 5,000 organisms per 100 ml).
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cfu/100 ml at 6 m3/s to around 550 cfu/100
ml at 16 m3/s, presumably as increased
runoff carried bacteria from farmland (Main,
1999). Main found a good relationship (R2 =
0.44) between faecal coliform loading and
the number of black-backed gulls on the
river bed, and observed peaks in
concentration below gull breeding colonies,
with concentrations declining again
downstream,as a result of bacterial die-off.
He also noted elevated concentrations
below groups of Canada geese on the river
bed, and downstream from grazing stock.
He found that the one irrigation return flow
that was measured d¡d not have a
significant etfect on the river, in spite of the
high concentration (2,350 cfu/100 ml) of
faecal coliforms in its water.

4 "Life-support¡ng capac¡ty" of
the Ashburton River

Objective 1 of Chapter 9 of the CRPS aims
to safeguard 'The life-supporting capacity of
the water, including its associated: aquatic
ecosystems, significant habitats of
indigenous fauna and areas of significant
indigenous vegetation". The Ashburton
River and its tributaries support a variety of
life forms and ecosystems, including
terrestrial plants and animals, birds, aquatic
plants, aquatic macroinvertebrates, and fish.
Their requirements in terms of a flow regime
may be quite different, and in several cases
may be conflicting.

4.1 Terrestrial vegetation and
animals

The nature and extent of terrestrial
vegetation along the Ashburlon River and
its tributaries are controlled largely by:

o human activity (agriculture, river
control, invasion by introduced
species), and

o fluvial processes during periodic high
flows, when the channels migrate and
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gravel bars are reshaped, bank lines
may be cut back or built up, and
vegetation is removed from eroded
bars.

The upper catchment rivers and streams
are bordered by predominantly indigenous
vegetation, particularly tussock grassland in
the lnland Basin of the South Branch, and
beech-hardwood forests up to about 1200 m
elevation in Pudding Hill Stream and
Bowyers Stream. There arc no
"hydrological" threats to these areas of
indigenous vegetation that require action to
safeguard them, in terms of management of
the Ashbufion's flow regime to achieve the
purposes of the CRPS.

On the Canterbury Plains, below about 440
m above sea level, the Ashburton and its
tributaries flow through developed pasture,
and their banks and berms are covered
almost continuously - and in many places
densely - by introduced species (Photos 3,
5, and 7). These include, predominantly,
willows and poplars planted for river control
purposes, together with self-introduced
weeds, notably broom, gorse, tree lupin,
and, particularly in the vicinity of Ashburton
township, Old Man's Beard. On the Plains,
there is viftually no indigenous vegetation
along the Ashburton River system.

The impact that modification of the flow
regime by flow abstractions might have had
on vegetation along the Ashburton River
has not been quantified. Flood flows have
the greatest influence on vegetation on a
river bed and floodplain. They inundate and
rework gravel bars, and cause the main
channel and branch channels to cut laterally
into the banks and flood plain, thereby
removing vegetation that has become
established on the floodplain or in the
channel itself. For example, O'Donnell
(1992) described the effectiveness of major
floods in autumn 1986, in almost completely
clearing the Ashburton River bed of
vegetation, and re-establishing areas of
clean shingle.

The overall dimensions and form of a river
channel are controlled by floods that occur
on average every year or few years (on the
order of the mean annual floodll); even
larger floods can change the face of a river
and its floodplain for decades. Reductions in
the frequency, size, and/or duration of such
floods will reduce proportionately the ability
of a river to rework its bed, erode its banks,
and remove vegetation.

Mean annual floods at Old Weir and Mt
Somers are 172 m3/s and 102 m3/s
respectively (Table 3.1), and floods peaking
above 100-150 m3/s are regular
occurrences in the North and South
Branches (Appendix 3, Figure 1)12. Pearson
(1996) estimates the mean annual flood at
SH1 as 500 m3/s. ln principle, the ability of
such floods to rework the riverbed and
remove vegetation should be reduced
slightly by flow abstractions from the
Ashburton, consents for which totalls 18.2
m3/s (Horrell, 2001, p. 41). ln practice,
comparison of aerial photographs of the
channel in 1950 and 2001 gives little
evidence that flow abstractions have
affected overall channel dimensions and
form, or vegetation cover, independently of
river controlwork (Photo 13).

Above the threshold flow - below the mean
annual flood - at which sediment movement
commences, the area of bed over which
sediment is moving increases progressively.
Laronne and Duncan (1992) observed
sedirnent movement in freshes down to 18

rr The mean annualflood has a recurrence
interval of once every 2.33 years, statistically
speaking.
'2 Thompson et at. (1997), working on the
Waitaki River, recommended as a rule of thumb
that a flow equal to that exceeded 1% of the
time should be allowed to pass down that river
at least every three years, to maintain its
channel in a vegetation{ree state. ln the
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m3/s (about twice the mean flow) in the
North Branch. ln the Waimakariri (mean
flow 121 m3/s), the flow at which sediment
movement was considered to commence
was 90 msls 125/. of mean flow; Carson
and Gritfiths, 1989), and in the Rakaia
(mean flow 207 m%) it was 400 m3/s
(nearly twice the mean flow; Davies, 1988).

For the Ashburton, abstractions reduce the
peak discharge and frequency of such
freshes in both North and South Branches
and the main stem; the significance of this
effect for bed reworking is impossible to
determine without sophisticated modelling.
As already noted, reference to aerial
photographs indicates that periodic large
floods still are maintaining a vegetation-free
river bed in the North and South Branches,
at least in the long-term. However, the
reduced frequency and size of smaller
freshes possibly enables vegetation to
remain established for slightly longer
periods on the river bed before being
stripped by a large flood. O'Donnell (1992)
pointed out that vegetation recolonisation of
bars could within a year or two reduce their
suitability for nesting birds.

Low flows in themselves have little effect on
terrestrial plants in a river bed, because
they do not modify the surface on which the
plants are growing. Modifications to low
flows caused by abstraction similarly have
little effect, except through the effect of
creating more surface area above water
levelthat plants can colonise.

The numbers and distribution of terrestrial
animals possums, cats, mustelids,
rodents, roaming livestock, etc - found
along the Ashburton River in general are
unrelated to fluvial processes or river
discharges. The principal concern is the
possible effect of flow management on the
ability of predator species and livestock to
reach areas used by birds for nesting and
feeding (see Section 4.3 below). A reduction
in the frequency and/or magnitude of
freshes and floods may facilitate the
activities of predators, by permitting more
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extensive and long-lived vegetation
colonisation of the river bed, which will
provide better cover for predators, and force
birds that nest on bare gravels into smaller
areas. At the same time, predators are able
to range more widely across the riverbed,
and any reduction in flow - particularly if it
reduces the number of channel braids and
facilitates access to former islands - will
increase this ability.

Data for, and extensive field observation of,
several Canterbury braided rivers indicate
that the number of braids, and therefore the
number of islands surrounded by water,
declines as discharge declines. Mosley
(1983a) observed a tendency for the
number of braids in four Canterbury rivers to
decline from an average of 4 at 20 m3/s,
down to 3 at 10 m3/s, and 2 at 1 m3/s
(Figure 4.1). There is a wide scatter about
this relationship, because of the
considerable variability from place to place
that is characteristic of braided rivers. lt
should be noted also that the definition of a
braid could include a spring-fed channel that
might not in fact create an island wholly
surrounded by water. Nevertheless, the
trend line in Figure 4.1 indicates that
abstractions from the Ashburton River at
medium flows may reduce the number of
braids at the average rate of about 1 braid
per 10 m3/s of flow reduction. lndeed,
Horrell (2001) has concluded that
abstraction is principally responsible for the
complete loss of flow in the North Branch for
several months at a time in recent years.

ln summary, hydrological impacts on
terrestrial vegetation and anirnals in the
Ashburton River are caused principally by
flood flows large enough to wash over
gravel surfaces and remove colonising
vegetation. Low flows are of limited
significance, largely in terms of changes in
the number of branch channels in the
braided lower river. lt appears that flow
abstraction has had a limited effect on
vegetative colonisation of the Ashburton, on
the appearance of the riverbed and
bermlands, and on the activities of
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predatory and other animals. lntensive
analysis of aerial photographs and
calculations of sediment transport would be
needed to examine this further.

dischorge

Figure 4.1. Number of braids as a function
of discharge, Canterbury rivers (from
Mosley, 1983a). Trend line fitted by eye.

4.2 Aquatic plants

Aquatic plants, together with plant material
falling into the channel from riparian
vegetation, provide the basis of the aquatic
food chain. Periphyton coating the stones
on the riverbed is the predominant form of
plant life in the Ashburton system, with
macrophytes present in the stable, spring/
groundwater fed backwaters, braids, and
tributary streams.

Periphyton communities sampled in the
Ashburton during March-May 1995
commonly display 5-15 taxa, with most sites
being dominated by filamentous taxa
(Norton and Valentine, 1995). ln general,
the taxa are common in other Canterbury
rivers, although Norton and Valentine report
the presence of cyanobacterial mats at
sampling sites on the upper Plains. Their
measurements of mean periphyton biomass
(ash-free dry weight) of between 0.4 and 9.0
glm2 place the Ashburton in the "low
biomass" class of river identified by Biggs
(1990). Periphyton abundance increased

progressively downstream; for example,
percent cover on 2 March 1995 increased
from 14/o in the South Branch at SH72 to
60% at SH1 and to 90% at Boundary Road
(below,the oxidation pond outlet). "Nuisance
proliferations" of filamentous algae in the
river between the oxidation pond and the
estuary are observed during extended
periods of summer low flow.

Norton and Valentine found indices of
periphyton biomass and taxonomic richness
to be positively correlated with water
temperature and several indices of nutrient
concentrations (water conductivity,
dissolved reactive phosphorus, ammonia
nitrogen, nitrate/nitrite). While there was no
statistical correlation with water velocity,
they observed substantial reductions in
biomass and major shifts in community
structure as a result of two freshes (28 and
33 m3/s peak discharge at Mt Somers)
during the sampling programme.
Scrimgeour and Winterbourn's (1989)
observations in the Ashley River were
similar, with reductions in biomass being
clearly related to the incidence of floods,
and maximum algal biomass being
measured after a period of stable flows.

Extensive research in other New Zealand
rivers confirms that periphyton biomass is
related to nutrient concentrations and
hydrological-disturbance regime (Biggs,
1995; Biggs and Close, 1989). The critical
aspect of the hydrological regime is the
frequency of flood (disturbance) events
large enough to mobilise the riverbed and/or
slough off periphyton growths. Various
indices of such events, including the flow at
which mean flow velocity exceeds 1 m/s,
the flow >3 times the median, or the flow
which is >6 times greater than the
preceding base flow, have been usedra.

Norton and Valentine's surveys indícate
only moderate rates of accrual after flood
disturbance, but the sampling dates (26

ra The freshes of 28 and 33 m3/s mentioned
above conform to these three criteria.
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April and 27 May) were in autumn, with
water temperatures in the range 8.54C to
13.4sC. Working in the Okuku River, Biggs
and Stokseth (1996) observed that
significant periphyton colonisation
commenced about 50 days after a flood,
and accrual at an exponentially increasing
rate continued for a further 30 days until
sloughing of the mature community
commenced (Figure 4.2). Flow hydrographs
for the North and South Branches
(Appendix 3, Figure 1) indicate that periods
of low flow lasting for 50-80 days occur at
least once in most years.

CoM,ntbt &owlh Þak Bbtpss

oæ408080ræ
Days since flood

Figure 4.2. Accrual of periphyton (Ash Free
Dry Matter AFDM) in the Okuku River after
a flood (Biggs and Stokseth, 1996).

Examination of hydrographs indicates that,
during the period 1982-2000 there were
almost 50 distinct freshes (2.6 per year) that
peaked in the flow range 25-35 m3/s at Mt
Somers, and potentially could have been
reduced below 25 m3/s by abstraction of 10
m3/s lthe amount allocated from the South
Ashburton system). This would extend the
inter-fresh period from an average 57 days
to an average 96 days, which appears to be
very undesirable (see Figure 4.2). lt is not
known, in practice, how many of these
freshes were so affected, since actual rates
of abstraction generally have been less than
the allocation - a median of 4.8 mj/s in the
South Branch above Valetta (Appendix 3,
Table 5).
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The effect of managing the flow regíme of a
river on periphyton growth will be mediated
principally through modifications to the
frequency of flows with bed velocities and
shear slresses large enough to slough the
periphyton growth and/or to disturb the bed
sediments, and to the duration of low flows
during which accrual occurs. ln the
Ashburton, flows greater than about 15 m3/s
probably are required to initiate sloughing
and mobilisation of the riverbedls, and
Norton and Valentine's (1995) observations
indicate that a fresh of 25-30 m3is at Mt
Somers is able completely to "cleanse" the
Ashburton of periphyton. Freshes exceeding
25 m'/s occur 6 or 7 times a year on
average at Mt Somers and Old Weir
(Appendix 3, Figure 1), and this flow is
exceeded more than 4-5% of the time.
Examination of hydrographs indicates that,
during the period 1982-2000 there were
almost 50 (2.6 per year) distinct freshes that
peaked in the flow range 25-35 m3/s, and
potentially could be reduced by abstraction
below 25 m3/s. lt is not known, in practice,
how many of these were so affected, since
actual rates of abstraction generally have
been less than the consented allocation - a
median of 4.8 m3/s in the South Branch
above Valetta (Appendix 3, Table 5).
Comparison of hydrographs at Mt Somers,
Old Weir and SH1 during the period 1996-
2000 show that freshes that occurred in the
North and South Branches invariably reach
SH1 (Appendix 3, Figure 1). The quality of
the record at SH1 is poor, but it appears
that the SH1 flow is less than the sum of
North and South Branch flows on some
occasions, about the same on others, and
much greater on yet others. The type of
rainfall-generating storm is an important

rs Another proposed threshold for bed
mobilisation, a mean velocity of 1 m/s,^also is
reached at flows in the range 10-20 m'/s in other
Canterbury braided rivers (Mosley, 1983a).
Because of the considerable variability in river
morphology along the Ashburton, and the very
"patchy" nature of bedload transport in a braided
river, it is not feasible or realistic to define more
precise criteria for thresholds of bed material
movement than are used herein.
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factor, but abstraction presumably is
another.

An indication of the possible effect on
periphyton of modifying low flows is
provided by Biggs and Close (1989). Data
for nine rivers indicate that periphyton
biomass increases exponentially as the
discharge on the day of sampling declines
(Figure 4.3). The relationship suggests that
further reducing low flows by abstraction
may Íncrease periphyton biomass per unit
area of wetted area, although the exact form
of the relationship is not known. Of course,
wetted area declines as discharge declines,
and total dewatering of a side braid results
in decay/ dessication of periphyton cover.

ln summary, the biomass and species
diversity of aquatic vegetation (principally
periphyton) in the Ashburton is adjusted to:

. the frequency of freshes 1>25 m3/s) able
to remove periphyton,

. the durations of inter-fresh low flow
periods during which periphyton is able
to re-establish, and

. the chemical and physical quality of the
water (particularly, elevated nutrient
availability below Ashburton oxidation
pond, and elevated summer
temperatures in the low river).

It is unlikely that flow abstractions have had
a major effect on accrual or periodic flushing
of periphyton. While low flows are very
much lower than they would be under a
natural regime, the frequency of freshes
>25 m3/s and the number and duration of
inter-fresh periods >50 days duration do not
appear to have been changed significantly.
It is unlikely that modification of the flow
regime has had any effect on the species
that are present in the river system, given
the ease with which recolonisation can and
does take place from upstream sources and
refugia. A more important control on
community structure appears to be
enrichment, particularly below the
Ashburton oxidation pond outfall.

Flow (m'sei')

Figure 4.3. Periphyton biomass as a
function of discharge at time of sampling
(from Biggs and Close, 1989).

4.3 Aquatic macro¡nvertebrates

Apart from a survey in 1995 by Norton and
Valentine (1995), there has been limited
study of the macroinvertebrate communities
in the Ashburton River. This section
therefore draws also on observations made
in other Canterbury braided rivers.

Norton and Valentine (1995) observed 31
taxa of aquatic macroinvertebrates at
fourteen sampling sites in the Ashbufion
River system. They found that the macro-
inverlebrate fauna was dominated by
Chironomidae, with mayfly Deleatidium spp.
and beetles of the family Elmidae also
common at most sites. Taxonomic richness
was greatest at a site in Taylors Stream,
and least in the lower river. Species tolerant
of enrichment were widespread;
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gastropods, chlorophytes and Oligochaeta,
many of which are tolerant of eutrophic or
heavily polluted waters, were present in the
lower river.

The fauna present in the Ashburton were
comparable to those in the Rakaia River
(Sagar, 1986), where 33 taxa were
identified, of which Deleatidium were the
most abundant. Different sampling and
reporting methods prevent a full
comparison. Sagar (1986) found that the
greatest abundance and diversity occurred
in all areas during April and June, probably
as a consequence of a long period of stable
winter flow, and concluded that low species
diversity is likely to characterise unstable,
braided rivers like the Rakaia and
Ashburton. Norton and Valentine
commented on the presence in the upper
reaches of the Ashburton of mayflies and
stoneflies that favour stable habitats, and
their absence lower down.

Research in Canterbury braided rivers
indicates that, as with periphyton, aquatic
macro-invertebrate densities are closely
related to the occurrence of flows able to
disturb the bed, and the duration of low
flows during which aquatic fauna can re-
establish (Sagar, 1986; Scrimgeour and
Winterbourn, 1989). Flows greater than
about 30 m3/s in the Ashley and 400 m3/s in
the Rakaia (in both cases, about twice the
mean annual discharge) were considered to
be responsible for significant reductions in
macroinvertebrate species diversity and
standing crop. The equivalent discharge in
the Ashburton is 20-25 m3/s. On the other
hand, Norton and Valentine (1995) found
that freshes of 28 and 33 mo/s at Mt Somers
had little effect on macroinvertebrate
assemblages, unlike periphyton (sectíon 4.2
above). They commented that this
"suggests that invertebrate communities
either are not dependent on periphyton
abundance, or invertebrates are only
utilising a small proportion of the river's
available periphyton food resource". They
did not, however, make any reference to the

stability or otherwise of the substrate, which
is a major controlon macroinvertebrates.

0n¿,0û80rco 1nIû
Time since ftood subsidence (days)

Figure 4.4. lnvertebrate density as a
function of time since a flood event (from
Scrimgeour et al., 1 988).

Scrimgeour et al. (1988) found that
invertebrate density in the Ashley River was
highest (almost 20,0001m2) after long
periods of low flow (Figure 4.4). Their
observations, and those by Sagar in the
Rakaia, demonstrate progressive increases
in specíes diversity and standing crop
during stable flows following disturbance.

Recolonisation may be achieved by a
variety of mechanisms, including
downstream drift, aerial sources, upstream
migration, and upward movement of
animals from within the substrate. Sagar
considered that downstream drift was
dominant in the Rakaia, while Scrimgeour ef
a/ (1988) noted the importance of isolated
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W = 13.9 Qo'32pools in the Ashley riverbed that, after
reconnection to the channel system during a
flood, provided sources of colonists.
Modification of the Roding River (Nelson)
flow regime by abstraction, to the extent of
causing periodic total de-watering, has not
affected community composition, even after
60 years. Recolonisation from the upper
catchment maintains the benthic community
(John Stark, pers. comm., 1998). These
findings probably apply to the Ashburton.

Digby (2000) compared invertebrate
densities in different types of channel in the

nel types were major
rmediate braids (1-10
1 m3/s), and seepage
He found that mean

total invertebrate densities were significantly
higher in the minor braids and seepage
channels (Figure a.5). Digby estimated that
main braids may provide 40-45/" of the total
invertebrate production in both reaches,
with seepage streams and minor braids
together providing more than half. The
importance of seepage streams and minor
braids probably results from their more
prolonged stability; freshes passing down
the river will initiate sediment transport in

the main and medium braids more
frequently than in the side braids.
Observations by Laronne and Duncan
(1992) in the North Branch of the Ashbuflon
suggest a similar situation in fully braided
sections of the river, but not in the confined
Blands Reach, the whole surface of which is
reworked by even smallflows.

Macroinvertebrates are an important food
resource for wetland birds and fish in the
river (Sections 4.4 and 4.5). A critical control
on the size of this resource is the wetted
area of river bed available as macro-
invertebrate (and feeding) habitat, as well
as the standing crop. There are no data to
establish the relationship between wetted
area (W) and discharge (O) in the
Ashburlon; in the rather similar Ashley
River, Mosley (1983a) found data in the flow
range 1 .32 to 19 m'/s best fitted by the
equation:

32

Figure 4.5. Macro-invertebrate densities in
Rangitata channels (from Digby, 2000).

Figure 4.6. lndicative relationship between
wetted area and discharge (estimated from
Mosley's (1983) equation for the Ashley
River).

This relationship can be used to estimate
the effect on wetted area of a reduction in
discharge by abstraction (Figure 4.6). For
example, at SH1, the median flow reduction
of 9.4t m3/s lAppendix 3 Table 5) would
have the following effects:

. Mean ftow (30.1 m3/s¡: reduction from
41.3 to 367 mzlm

. November mean flow (38.2 mt/s¡:
reduction lrom 44.6 to 40.8 m2lm
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. 7-day mean annual low flow (l+.2 m3ls):
reduction from 32.5 lo 23.2m

The effect becomes proportionately greater
as the natural flow declines.

The wetted surface in a river bed varies in
terms of its quality as macroinvertebrate
habitat, as a function of water velocity,
depth, and substrate, all other things (such
as nutrient concentrations or algal biomass)
being equal. Jowett (1995; Appendix 4 in
Miller, 1997) has estimated "weighted
usable areas" WUA for trout feeding habitat
(equivalent to macroinvertebrate habitat) at
three sites in the Ashburton (Table 4.1). He
concluded that the maximum WUA is
approximately 7-B mzlm, at flowsl6 in the
range 3-7.5 m"/s. These are 40"/.-80% ot
the natural T-day mean annual low flows at
the survey sites (Appendix 3, Table 4). The
relationship of WUA to discharge is, hence,
quite different to that of wetted area. ln each
case in Table 4.1 the WUA for food
production peaks at a rather low discharge,
and declines as discharge increases
(compare Figure 4.6).

ln summ^ary, the diversity and standing crop
(per m' of stream bed) of aquatic
macroinvertebrates are likely, on average,
to respond to management of the flow
regime in a way simílar to that suggested for
periphyton in Section 4.2 above. Species
composition is adjusted to the naturally
unstable flow regime characteristic of
Canterbury Plains rivers, and appears
similar to other rivers. Easy recolonisation
from upstream sources and refugia enables
macroinvertebrate communities to re-
establish after freshes, even in the
completely dewatered section of the North
Branch. lndeed, Sagar (1986) suggested
that an unstable flow regime, with frequent
freshes, is beneficial in this respect. ln
addition, species composition is strongly

'6 Flows up to only 15 m3/s were considered in
the analysis, but it is unlikely that WUA would
increase above this level, because water
velocities would be excessive.
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influenced by enrichment by nutrients of
human and agricultural origin.

Table 4.1. Estimates of maximum
Weighted Usable Area WUA for trout
food production at sites in the

Valetta: South Branch above Taylors Stream.
Ollivers: South Branch above confluence with
North Branch. Wakanui: main stem near mouth.

ln principle, reduction by abstraction of the
frequency and magnitude of flows greater
than about 25 m3/s provides longer periods
of low flow, during which stable substrates
allow colonisation and growth in standing
crop to proceed. However, the actual
sequence of freshes in the river (Appendix
3, Figure 1) is such that this effect is unlikely
to have been significant. Abstraction
reduces the wetted area of river bed to a
proportionately greater efient as natural
flow declines. Wetted area declines by
about 10% when natural flow is 40 m3/s,
aqd by about 30% when natural flow is 15
m'/s. However, measurements of WUA
indicate that maximum food-producing
habitat in three widely separated reaches of
the river is provided by a discharge of only
3-8 m'/s. This indicates that flow abstraction
is actually beneficial for this aspect of life-
supporting capacity, assuming that a
reduction in flow does not cause an adverse
change in some other factor, such as
dissolved oxygen concentration. Of course,
as flow declines below 3 m3/s,
macroinvertebrate standing crop will
decline, as minor braids and seepage
channels - and, ultimately, the main braid -
are dewatered (Figure 4.1; Mosley, 1982a;
1983). Even then, macroinvertebrates can
take refuge within the moist substrate.

Ashburton lJowett. 1

Flow
m3/s

WUA
%

Flow
mt¡s

WUA
m'lm

Valetta 3-5 55 3-5 8.3
Ollivers 4.5 38 4.5 7.8
Wakanui ó 27 4.5-7.5 7.0
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4.4 Birds

The Ashburton River is one of the most
important braided rivers in Canterbury for
birdlife (O'Donnell, 1992). lt was rated in
1983 by the New Zealand Wildlife Service
as of "outstanding" valuelT for wildlife
(O'Donnell and Moore, 1983). The river
mouth was rated as "moderate". A recent
assessment of Canterbury river and open
water habitats (O'Donnell, 2000) ranks the
Ashburton as "High-3", of national to
international significance for wildlife, with
habitat ranked as "High-1" or 2,Îhe highest.

Thirty-nine wetland species and 25
terrestrial species have been recorded since
1980, with the wetland species dominated
by gulls (68-87% of birds), terns (1-19'/.),
and waders (5-13%). Up to 26,000 wetland
birds have been recorded during annual
surveys, with much higher numbers on the
South Branch (10,000-18,000) than the
North Branch (3,000-5,500).

Nationally significant populations of black-
fronted terns, black-billed gulls, banded
dotterels and black-fronted dotterels are
found, and there are regionally significant
populations of wrybill, South lsland pied
oystercatcher, pied stilt, and black-backed
gull. O'Donnell (1992) drew attention to the
presence in willows along the river of a few
rifleman, n endemic species that has almost
disappeared from lowland Canterbury.
O'Donnell noted that wetland bird numbers
varied markedly from reach to reach.
Numbers were low on the South Branch
above the RDR, but increased downstream
to reach peak numbers between SH1 and

rT "Outstanding": an example of habitat type not
represented extensively elsewhere in the
country, of large size and containing viable (that
is, self-sustaining) populations of all or almost all
species which are typical of the ecosystem or
habitat type. "Moderate": all habitats supporting
good numbers of species which are typical of
that particular habitat within an ecological
regime and which have not been heavily
modified by man's influence.
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the river mouth: a maximum of 700 birds/km
in 1987. Most birds on the North Branch
were found between SH72 and Springfield
Rd (near Ashburton Forks). Some species
were concentrated on specific sections:
wrybillwere mostly above Ashburton Gorge,
black-fronted dotterel below SH1, and
white{ronted tern, red-billed gull and
spotted shag only near the river mouth.
O'Donnell reported preferred locations of
the key species as:

. Banded dotterel: predominantly above
Ashburton Gorge, on the lower South
Branch, and below SH1.

. Black-fronted dotterel: below SH1.
o Black-billed gull: scattered throughout

the river, but especially on the lower
South Branch and below SH1.

. Black-backed gull: throughout the river,
with greatest numbers on the North
Branch between SH72 and Springfield
Road, on the South Branch between the
RDR and Valetta Bridge, below SH1.

. Black{ronted tern: predominantly on the
lower South Branch, but in low and
apparently declining numbers.

. Pied stilt: scattered throughout the river,
but especially on the lower South
Branch.

. South lsland pied oystercatcher: found
throughout the river, but especially on
the South Branch from the RDR down to
the river mouth.

. Wrybill: in the upper 3 km of the South
Branch, in small numbers.

Overall numbers of birds appeared to
decline during the 1981-1990 survey period
(O'Donnell, 1992); O'Donnell considers that
this decline has continued to the present
(O'Donnell, pers. comm., 2001). He
attributed the decline to the combined
effects of water abstraction and
encroachment of introduced weed species
onto their preferred habitats. The latter he
attributed to drought conditions, a lack of
floods and freshes capable of clearing
vegetation from shingle, and high rates of
abstraction for irrigation. He noted that the
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highest total number recorded on the South
Branch was in 1987, 1/z years after major
floods had washed the river bed clear of
vegetation and created stable backwaters.

Use of riverbeds for breeding principally is
during late August to January/February. The
main habitat types are summarised by
O'Donnell (2000), in terms of their usage by
the various guilds of birds: gravel bars,
aquatic habitat, and berms.

a. Berms.
The vegetated berms are mainly inhabited
by introduced passerines, and riparian
species such as NZ pipits and grey warbler.

b. Gravel bars.
Vegetation-free gravel bars are prime
nesting areas for wrybill and black-fronted
tern, and provide feeding areas for some
shallow water waders.

As already noted in Section 4.1 above, the
extent of bare gravel bars suitable for
nesting is related principally to the
frequency of floods large enough to cause
migration of braids and to wash over and
rework the bars. O'Donnell (1992)
considered the greatest threat to wetland
birds on the Ashburton River, and probably
the greatest contributor to long-term
population decline, to be encroachment of
introduced weeds onto the river bed. The
upper South Branch, above Ashburton
Gorge, is little modified in this respect. ln
the lower Ashbufton system, weed
encroachment is widespread. Reduction of
the size and frequency of freshes by
abstractions possibly reduces the frequency
with which gravel bars are cleared of
colonising vegetation (Section 4.1).
However, the median total abstraction
above SH1, 9.4 m3/s, is a small proportion
of the large floods, on the order of the mean
annual flood estimated as 500 m3/s at SH1
(Pearson, 1996), largely responsible for
maintaining the overallform of a river.

c. Aquatic habitat.

Riffles and seepage channels provide
feeding areas for wrybill and banded
dotterel; pools and backwaters provide
feeding areas for various waders, notably
pied stilt, as well as loafing areas for
waterfowl; runs are little used by waders,
but provide feeding habitat for aerial hunting
birds, notably black-billed gull and black-
fronted tern.

d. Terrestrial habitat.
Adjacent farmland is important for a number
of the wetland bird species, as well as for
the specifically terrestrial species found
along the Ashburton. Black-billed gulls
probably feed more over farmland than on
the river; black-backed gulls also range
widely in search of food, even though their
breeding colonies are on the river. Pied
oystercatcher and black-fronted tern also
will feed on insects and earthworms on
farmland, especially when it is irrigated.

The principal impact on wetland birds of
modification of the Ashburton's low flow
regime is on the availability of aquatic
habitat suitable for food production and
feeding. The different species' preferences
for feeding habitat can be characterised in
terms of water depth, velocity, sediment
character, type of channel (muddy
backwater, side braid, etc.) and sub-
environment within the channel (riffle,
marginal shallows, etc.). All these change
as flow is reduced, with total water surface
area and the number of braids declining
with discharge (Section 4.3). Also, lhe areas
of riffles and pools, which tend to be of
greater impoftance than runs as food
sources, decline with discharge in
Canterbury braided rivers (Mosley, 1983a).

To an extent, preferred habitat that is lost as
one channel shrinks and disappears might
be replaced elsewhere, as the depth and
velocity of the water there becomes more
preferredls. However, this assumes that

'8 This might imply that a constant abstraction
from a river might have a limited impact on the
area of food producing habitat; the same area
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food as well as a preferred depth-velocity
combination is present, that is, that
invertebrates rapidly colonise new areas of
riverbed as their depth and velocity
combination becomes more preferred.
Digby (2000) has demonstrated the
disproportionate imporlance of seepage
channels and minor braids as food sources
for waders in the Rangitata River;
presumably they are more stable than larger
braids, and so invertebrate biomass is able
to reach maximum levels. lt is uncertain
whether seepage channels and minor
braids are of similar significance in the
much smaller Ashburton River, although
Laronne and Duncan's (1992) observations
of channel stability in the North Branch
suggest that they may be.

Jowett's analysis of WUA for trout food
production (Table 4.1) indicates optimum (in
terms of percentage bed area) and
maximum (in terms of total bed area) trout
food-producing flows of around 3-7.5 ms/s
(40-80% ol7-day mean annual low flow) in
three reaches of the Ashburton. This is
likely to be reasonably indicative of the flow
required to provide food-production for
wading birds (which tend to require
shallower water than trout for feeding).

Observations in other Canterbury braided
rivers are conflicting. Jowett's (1998) lFlMls
survey in two reaches of the Rangitata River
above Arundel found optimum trout food-
producing habitat at 10 and 30 m"/s; the
mean anñud 7-day low flow of 42 m3/s. On
the other hand, Hughey found that the
weighted usable area for feeding wrybill
(estimated using the lFlM methodology) on
two sample cross-sections in the Ashley
River declined progressively with discharge.
His estimates indicated a loss of up to 1.5
m2 of feeding- habitat per metre of channel,
for each 1 mj/s reduction in flow, below 30
m3/s. Hughey's data for the Rakaia showed
the opposite effect, presumably because a

would be present, but at different locations from
those under natural conditions.
re lnstream Flow lncremental Methodology
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reduction in flow in the larger channels of
the Rakaia actually created more favourable
habitat for waders (i.e. shallower, slower
moving water), as Mosley (1982) also
observed in the Ohau and Ahuriri Rivers.

Sagar (1992) applied the lFlM methodology
to feeding habitat for wrybill and production
of food for black-fronted terns and black-
billed gulls. He used the same reaches as
considered by Jowett (1992: see Table 4.1

above). The data for the middle South
Branch reach at Valetta probably are
applicable also to the North Branch, which
has a channel of similar size and nature.
The WUA plots for wrybill feeding habitat
are not conclusive, but Sagar considered
that the area of suitable habitat peaked at:

. Main stem (Wakanui): 3.5 m3/s

. Lower South Branch (Olivers Road): 1.5
m3/s

. Middle South BrAnch (Valetta Bridge): 1

m3/s

Sagar points out, however, that wrybill are
in fact largely found in the upper South
Branch, above Ashburton Gorge, so that
factors other than feeding habitat are
restricting their range2o. He mentions
invasion of the river bed by weeds such as
broom; predation seems also to be a
probable restriction on use of the lower river
by wrybill. On the other hand, Sagar
commented that wrybill are usually present
during August to January, outside the period
when flows tend to be lowest.

Sagar's (1992) WUA plots for food
production for black-fronted terns and black-
billed gulls indicate maximum habitat in the:

. Main stem (Wakanui): >6 m3/s

20 O'Donnell (1992) notes that wrybill are
visitors to the lower river, which suggests
that they could establish breeding
populations there if whatever factors that
presently restrict them could be eliminated
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. Lower Sor¡th Branch (Olivers Road): -6
m3/s

. Middle South Branch (Valetta Bridge):
4.5 m3/s

Sagar pointed out that both black-fronted
tern and black-billed gull are present on the
river bed from spring to autumn, so are
affected by low flows.

Overall, Sagar concluded that maximum
food-producing habitat would be provided at
2.5 m'/s at Wakanui (main stem), and at 3.5
m3/s at Valetta and Olivers Road (middle
and lower South Branch). He concluded,
however, by commenting that:

growth of exotic plant species in the
river bed, thereby reducing the
amount of habitat available for
breeding, is probably the most
important factor influencing bird
numbers on the river.

ln summary, the life-supporting capacity of
the Ashburton River with respect to birdlife
is related to hydrologic regime principally
through:

. flood events, at any time of year, that
provide vegetation-free gravel bars for
nesting, and

. the low flows that provide feeding areas
during the nesting/breeding period,
especially in riffles and side braids.

The ability of freshes and smaller floods to
rework gravel bars is affected by
abstraction, but the effect of the median 9.4
m3/s abstraction at SH1 declines in
proportion to the size of the flood peak, and
is negligible for floods on the order of the

" Sagar focussed on percentage WUA rather
than actual area, concluding that optimum
conditions would occur at 2.5 m'/s at Wakanui
and 3.5 m3/s at Olivers Road and Valetta.
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mean annr¡al flood (500 m3/s at SH1). The
critical period for breeding and rearing is
August through to January/February, when
base flows in most years are at their highest
(Appendix 3, Table 4). Reductions in flow
due to abstraction may increase predators'
access to nesting birds, and may reduce the
area of streambed that is suitable for food
productíon and for feeding by wading birds.
Obsen¡ations in other braided rivers give
cause for some uncertainty about this effect,
however. lndeed, the estimates of WUA for
trout and wetland bird food production in the
Ashburton indicate that flows significantly
less than the mean annual 7-day low flow
may be optimal.

4.5 Fish, including salmon and
trout habitat

A crucial aspect of the life-supporting
capacity of a river is its ability to support a
fish population. The separate identification
in the RM Act of "salmon and trout habitat"
is somewhat artificial, since it is one
element - and an integral one - of life-
supporting capacity. This section considers
both life-supporting capacity for fish and
salmon and trout habitat.

The native fish fauna of the Ashburton River
system has not been studied exhaustively,
with a total of 35 sites investigated. Eleven
native and three introduced species have
been observed in formal surveys (Table 4.2,
from NIWA, 1999), although several other
species are known to be present (Eldon ef
al.,1982).

The most frequently encountered fish is the
upland bully, present at 83% of sites,
followed by brown trout and Canterbury
galaxias. None of the species is uncommon,
except for the Canterbury mudfish. The
species list is, perhaps inevitably, not
dissimilar to that of other Canterbury
braided rivers, but the lack of data on
abundance prevents a definitive statement
on whether the Ashburton native fish
population is in any way distinctive. The
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presence of the Canterbury mudfish is
perhaps the most significant aspect of the
Ashburton catchment, from a conservation
perspective (G. Crump, DoC, pers. comm.,
2001), although it should be noted that they
are not present in the Ashburton River itself.

The Ashburton provides a regionally
significant sport fishery. The 1994/6 angling
survey indicated that it was ninth in the
Central South lsland Fish and Game district
in terms of angler-days (4,170) (Unwin and
Brown, 1998).

Table 4.2. Freshwater fish recorded in
the Ashburton catchment (NIWA, 1999

The survey of salmonid distribution and
habitats in Canterbury (Langlands and
Elley, 2000) assigns a range of values to
salmonid habitat in the catchment:

River mouth: sea run brown trout: medium
resident brown trout: high
resident rainbow trout: low
sea run salmon: high

Lower river: sea run brown trout: high
resident brown trout: high
resident rainbow trout: low
sea run salmon: high

North Branch: all salmonids: low
South Branch:brown trout (all): medium

Rainbow trout: low
sea run salmon: high

Taylors Stm: all salmonids: low
Bowyers Stm: sea run brown trout: low-med

resident brown trout: hígh
rainbow trout: low
sea run salmon: high

The minor tributary streams are generally
assessed as of low value, except for Spring
Creek - high value for brown trout.

The ability of a river to support fish - and
the impact of flow regime modification
thereon - may be appraised in terms of the
habitat that is available for the different life
stages and requirements of each species of
interest. Particularly crucial ones are the
rearing/resting and feeding habitat favoured
by each life stage, the area suitable for
production of preferred food, and the areas
suitable for spawning. Habitat requirements
generally are defined in terms of preferred
combinations of depth, velocity and
substrate, and their relationship with
discharge. The ease of movement along the
channel, particularly to reach spawning
grounds, also is a function of the depth-
velocity combination, but at critically shallow
locations (commonly at the crest of riffles)
rather than over areas of streambed. The
"hydraulic" determinants of habitat suitability
(depth, velocity, substrate) commonly are
considered using the lnstream Flow
lncremental Methodology lFlM. The lFlM
indicates habitat suitability, in terms of the
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and Eldon 1

% of sites
Species listed by NIWA
(leee)
.Longfinned eel
*Torrentfish

"Koaro
Alpine galaxias
Canterbury galaxias
Upland bully
"Common bully
"Giant bully
.Bluegilled bully
Canterbury mudfish
Freshwater crayfish

.Chinook salmon
*Brown trout
Brook char

Additional species listed by
Eldon et al. (1982):
Rainbow trout
*Lamprey
.Shortfinned eel
*Common smelt
"Stokell's smelt
*lnanga

Long-jawed galaxias
Yellow-eyed mullet
.Black flounder
Perch

14
6
I
9

37
83
3
3
3
I
6

17
49
6

. Migratory species
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index Weighted Usable Area (WUA). Water
quality indicators (temperature, dissolved
oxygen, turbidity, etc.) may provide over-
riding determinants of habitat suitability, and
should be taken account of in a
comprehensive lFlM analysis. Other factors,
such as angling pressure on sport fish
species, the incidence of floods, or the
occurrence of low flows that result in river
mouth closure, contiol whether suitable
habitat is in fact used.

The lFlM has been applied to a number of
sites in the Ashburton River system (Jowett,
1992, 1995, 1999; Hayes, 1997; Horrell,
2001), as well as to several other
Canterbury rivers. The results are
summarised in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4
(from Horrell, 2001, Table 3.1 and Jowett,
1999). lnterpretation of lFlM outputs can be
quite uncertain, particularly when a number
of species/life stages with different
requirements all are of concern, as the
"debate" summarised by Hayes (1997)
shows. The very low discharges indicated
by the lFlM in Table 4.3 seemingly are
inconsistent with Strange's (1992) view that
a principal cause of fishery decline has
been flow abstraction and its consequences
for river morphology. However, Table 4.3
does indícate that trout habitat (in terms of
total WUA) at Wakanui progressively
increases with flow, within the flow range
studied. The optimum flow for habitat
maintenance in the lower river therefore is
not defined conclusively by the lFlM study.
Studies in several Canterbury braided rivers
indicate a progressive decline in WUA with
declining discharge for many fish species
(Mosley, 1982a, 1983a, 1983c; Glova and
Duncan, 1985). On the other hand, lFlM-
type studies in other rivers have indicated
that flows for optimum (not just minimum)
habitat are unexpectedly low, largely
because at higher flows depths and
velocities are greater than most species/life
stages prefer.

Hayes (1997) considered that the IFIM
approach to setting minimum or optimum
flows in the Ashburton River is ecologically
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defensible, and attempts to reconcile its
results with angler opinion regarding fishery
decline. He makes several pertinent points:

o Trout habitat is of poor quality, as a
result of the river's morphology, and is
insensitive to flow variations. ln
particular, large pools that are favoured
habitat for adult trout are lacking.

. Population fluctuations have been
shown in other rivers, especially the
Kakanui, to respond to the impact of
floods on recruitment22.

o Abstractions may in practice have
exceeded the permitted values, and the
river may have fallen to lower levels
than intended.

o Flow requirements for angling are
greater than for fish habitat
maintenance.

He considered that "not enough is known
about the Ashburton River trout fishery to
definitively conclude that the current
minimum flow regime is in fact responsible
for the seasonal nature and decline in the
fishery". The aggregated discussion in

22 Floods are significant controls on fish
populations (Hayes, 1995; Jowett, 1997). The
effect of floods on aquatic flora and fauna has
already been referred to above; reduction of
standing crop during floods must have an impact
on food availability for fish. More directly, Hayes
(1995) pointed to two major etfects of floods on
brown trout in the gravel-bedded Kakanui River:
losses of eggs and alevins from spawning areas,
and downstream displacement of emergent fry.
These etfects are very variable in the river
system, and also depend on whether floods
occur at critical stages in the life cycle of the
fish. On the basis of his field observations, he
concluded that "floods with a 4-year return
period coinciding with fry emergence periods
have a dominant influence" on trout density, and
more generally that variability in juvenile trout
density "appears to be largely density (i.e.
habitat) independent, associated with flood
events". The floods that can cause these effects
are well beyond the range of discharges
modified by flow abstraction.
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Table 4.3a. Summary findings of lFlM surveys in Ashburton River: salmonids
after J

Requirement Optimum discharqe (m"/sl Comment
Middle South Branch at Valetta Estimated natural mean annual

7-dav low flow = 4.48 ms/s
Brown trout fry <15 cm 1.5 but little variation
Brown trout vearlino 2.0 but little variation
Brown trout adult 3.0 but little variation
Food production 3-5
Salmon Dassaoe 10.25 m deoth) 2.5 to qive 1.5 m wide passaqe

Lower South Branch at Olivers Estimated natural mean annual
7-dav low flow: 9.72 m3/s

Brown trout fry <15 cm 10.5 but little variation
Brown trout yearling Progressive slow increase over

ranoe of surveved flows
Brown trout adult 3. Proqressive increase above 9
Food oroduction 4.5
Salmon Þassaqe (0.25 m depth) 3.0 to oive 2 m wide Dassaoe

Main stem at Wakanui Estimated natural mean annual
7-dav low flow: 14.23 msis

Brown trout f ry <15 cm Progressive increase over range
of surueved flows

Brown trout yearling Progressive increase over range
of surveved flows

Brown trout adult Progressive increase over range
of surveved flows

Food oroduction 4.5-7.5
Salmon passaoe 10.25 m depth) 2.0 to oive 1 m wide Dassaoe

Table 4.3b. Summary find¡ngs of lFlM surveys in Ashbu¡ton River: flow
requirements (m3/s) for optimum habitat for native fish lafter Jowett. 1rements (m"/s) for optimum habitat for native fish (after Jowett. 1

South Br, Valetta South Br, Olivers Main stem. WakanuÍ
Longfinned eel 3 3 4.5-8
Shortfinned eel 3 3 5
Common bullv 1.5 1.5 5
Torrentfish 6-9 9-12 >7.5
Common river qalaxias <1.5 <1.5 4
Uoland bullv <1 .5 <1.5 4
Redfinned bullv <1.5 1.5 4-8

able 4.4. flow for tributarv streams lfrom Horrell. 20O1
Habitat reouirement Suqqested flow lm"/s)

Lagmhor Creek Brown trout spawning and
vearlino habitat

0.1-0.15

Puddino Hill Stream Native fish passaoe 0.08
Mt Hardino Stream Trout oassaoe 0.4
O'Shea Creek Trout oassaoe 0.15-.2
ïavlors Stream Trout and salmon Dassaoe 20
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Hayes (1997) indicates that the lFlM
est¡mates of optimum "hydraulic" fish habitat
are realistic; they do not take fulì account of
water quality requirements, however.
However, they are unreliable indicators of
optimum "angler habitat" (Section 4.6).

A crucial aspect of habitat quality for a
number of species is ease of passage,
particularly as adult fish migrate towards
their spawning grounds. A majority of the
species present in the Ashburton are
migratory ffable 4.2), including brown trout
and quinnat salmon, the most recreationally
significant species. Upstream migration of
salmonids takes place principally during
November-March, with spawning in April to
July. Fry emerge from about August, and
move out principally in September and
October. Downstream migration of the
juveniles occurs through to December, with
the sequence of freshes influencing
how quickly and far the fish are carried.
ln effect, salmonids are migrating either
up- or downstream during much of the
year. Migrating adult salmon are
generally considered to require, during
the migration season, a continuous
minimum depth of 0.25 m to avoid
excessive damage by abrasion on
stream bed gravels. Mígrating adult
brown trout require a minimum depth of
0.15 m.

The lFlM work has been used by
Jowelt (1999) to estimate passage
flows in the Ashburton system (Table
4.3). They are surprisingly low,
probably because, as Jowett notes, the
lFlM cross-sections have not represented
the limiting depths at riffle crests. ln the
Ashley River, which morphologically is very
similar to the Ashburton, extensive surveys
along the main braid indicate that a
minimum flow of 5-6 m3/s is required to
maintain a depth of 0.25 m throughout
(Mosley, 1982b), and this is considered to
be more appropriate to the Ashburton main
stem and lower South Branch. Lower flows
may be sufficient in the middle South
Branch and North Branch.
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It appears (Langlands and Elley, 2000) that
the Ashburton salmonid fishery has been
degraded particularly by reduced access to
preferred spawning sites, particularly in the
Taylors/Bowyers Stream system and
several spring-fed creeks (Mt Harding,
Greenstreet, Spring, Lagmhor, O'Shea's),
which has been caused by abstraction for
irrigation. Salmon redd counts are rather
inconclusive in this respect (Figure 4.7).
There appears to be an overall declining
trend, but the high counts in Bowyers
Stream in the late 1990s indicate that a
salmon fishery still is viable. Examination of
hydrographs (Appendix 3, Figure 1) gives
no evidence of differences in flows during
the migration season (base flows, number
and size of freshes, etc.) that could account
for the year{o-year variability in the number
of redds.

Figure 4.7. Salmon redd counts in the
Ashburton system, 1973-2000. Data
supplied by M. Webb, pers. comm., 2001,
and Central South lsland Fish and Game
Council unpublished report, 1 998.

Strange (1992) also pointed out that salmon
have spawned in other locations, for
example the middle South Branch, when
migration is restricted in preferred sites.
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Pudding Hill Stream is another watercourse
that is rendered largely inaccessible to
migrating fish by a major abstraction,
although a natural downstream reduction in

flow down-fan also would impede migration
for spawning. The North Branch now is of
little value for spawning, because the lower
reach is dry for long periods. The picture
might be different under a natural flow
regime, in which the estimated 7-day mean
annual flow of 3.69 mu/s at the confluence
with the South Branch (Horrell, 2001) would
provide adequate passage dePths
throughout the channel for almost all of the
time,

For spawning salmon, the first barrier is the
river mouth. Todd (1992) has concluded
that a flow of 4 m3is is required to keep the
mouth open when it is located where the
river meets the coast, while 6 m3/s is
required if the mouth is offset. During the
period 21 June 1996 to 3 October 2000,
when flow records at SH1 are available,
mean daily discharge was below 6 m3/s on
246 days (17% oÍ the total number of days),
during nine periods that lasted for up to 66
days (Appendix 1, Figure 1). During the
same period, mean daily discharge was
below 4 mr/s on 72 days (5% of the total
number of days), during five periods that
lasted for up to 23 days. These periods
were in December 1996, February 1997,
November 1997 to February 1998, March-
May 1998, June 1998, November 1998-
February 1999, March 1999, and March
2000. Half of these periods - and the
longest ones potentially could have
prevenled salmon access to the river.

The North Branch of the river has been
notably absent in the lFlM work in the
Ashburton River. Horrell (2001) has
demonstrated that the North Branch does
not run dry under natural conditions, so
perhaps it is necessary to consider re-
establishing a managed flow regime that will
remedy the effects of abstraction on life-
supporting capacity for aquatic ecosystems
and native fish, and for salmon and trout
habitat. lt is probable that preferred flows for
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macroinvertebrates, native fish, salmon and
trout in the North Branch would be similar to
those in the South Branch at Valetta. The
suggested minimum flow at Valetta, 3 m3/s,
is 65% of the mean annual 7-day low flow at
Mt Somers. Applying this proportionality to
the North Branch at Old Weir (and ignoring
Pudding Hill Stream, from which flow does
not reach the North Branch during dry
spells), suggests a minimum flow of 2,0
m3/s to preserve (more correctly, re-
establish) the life-supporting capacity and
habitat for native fish, salmon and trout in

the North Branch.

It is uncertain to what extent the North
Branch sustained a significant salmonid
population before it started regularly to run
dry, in the 1960s, and therefore whether a
minimum flow high enough to preserve
salmon and trout habitat is justified.
However, perennial flow in the North Branch
certainly would have supported a víable
native fish community. The lFlM surveys in
the Ashburton catchment indicate that
safeguarding life-supporting capacity for
native fish requires approximately the same
flow as for salmon and trout habitat.
Therefore, whether or not the CRPS
objective of protecting significant trout and
salmon habitat applies to the North Branch,
the objective of safeguarding life-supporting
capacity requires consideration of an
appropriate, year-round minimum f low.

ln summary, observations in the Ashburton,
supplemented by those in other Canterbury
braided rivers, indicate that maximum
habitat area for native, and to a lesser
extent salmonid, fish species is provided at
flows that, for most species and/or life
stages, are well below the natural 7-day
mean annual low flow. Assuming that the
objective is to maintain and where possible
re-establish life-supporting capacity for fish
and salmon and trout habitat, considering
the findings summarised in Tables 4.3. and
4.4, and giving due weight to the
requirement to keep the river mouth open
during the period that returning sea-run
salmonids are altempting to enter the river,
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the following minimum flows are indicated,
other factors being unrestricting :

. South Branch above Taylors Stream
confluence (Valetta Bridge): 3 m3/s year-
round

. South Branch above North Branch
confluence, to Taylors Stream (Olivers
Road): 4.5 m3/s year-round

. North Branch above South Branch
confluence (Digby's Bridge): 2.0 m3/s
year-round

. Main stem from North/South Branch
confluence to the sea (SH1): 5 m3/s
year-round and 6 m3/s during the period
November-February

. Other sites: as indicated in Table 4.4

Possible reference sites are in parentheses;
the indicated minimum in the main stem
would automatically be achieved if those in
the North and South Branches were
achieved. Given the difficulties of measuring
flow in the Ashburton, particularly in the
South Branch, the South Branch flow might
best be monitored by differencing flows at
SH1 and Digby's Bridge.

5 Sources of drinking water

Several municipal water supplies draw on
the Ashburton system (de Joux, 1992b):

. Ashburton: an infiltration gallery near the
South Ashburton at Olivers Road,
supplemented by groundwater bores in
the town. Abstraction of 105,000
m3/week (278 lls) from the gallery is
permitted.

. Methven: an infiltration gallery in the
North Ashburton River. Abstraction of
11,142 m3/week (18 l/s) is permitted,

o Mt Somers: a shallow gallery in Stoney
Creek. Abstraction oÍ 2,975 m3/week (5
l/s) is permitted.

. Other settlements: groundwater, in
some cases from shallow bores.

ln terms of safeguarding sources of drinking
water, management of the Ashburton flow
regime has its principal potential effect on
the Ashburton township infiltration gallery.
Horrell (2001) estimated the natural 7-day
mean annual low flow for the lower South
Branch as 9.72 m3/s. Under the current
management regime it is estimated to be
8.83 mo/s, which includes the effect of the
Ashburton abstraction (Appendix 3 Table 5).
The ability of the river to provide for this
abstraction would be compromised only by
a massive (and rather improbable) increase
in abstraction for other purposes. ln any
case, Ashburton District Council already
supplements its suÍace water take from
groundwater bores, and is considering
groundwater as an alternative source for
town supply.

The major constraint on drinking water
supply from surface water in the Ashburton
catchment is water quality (Section 3.3
above). Virtually no water samples taken
anywhere in the Ashburton system meet
drinking water quality standards; the South
Branch (from which the Ashburton supply is
taken) does not consistently meet even
contact recreation standards. Since much of
the contamination is natural (e.9. river bed
bird colonies) or from non-point sources
(e.9. overland flow from farmland), there is
little likelihood of dealíng with this situation,
other than by appropriate treatment of water
intended for domestic supply.

6 Mahinga kai

Consultation with regard to other
Canterbury rivers indicates that whitebait,
eel, freshwater crayfish, various estuarine
fish species, and various wetland bird
species are valued by the tangata whenua
as mahinga kai. Local representatives of the
tangata whenua must be consulted to
establish the particular values of the
Ashburton/Hakatere for mahinga kai. Much
of the discussion in Section 4 is applicable
to safeguarding mahinga kai, but appraisal
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by tangata whenua is essential, particularly
with regard to their use of the estuary.

7 Natural character

The natural character (Section 1.2) of the
Ashburton River below SH72 derives from
its distinctive hydrological regime, wide
gravel bed, wandering braided channels,
aquatic biota and birdlife, and the frequently
dense exotic woodland (willows, poplars,
gorse, broom, etc) along the berms and on
bars and islands in the channel (Section 2).
The major tributaries and the South Branch
above SH72 to the Ashburton Gorge are
single-channeled or semi-braided, but in
other respects have similar natural
character. The minor tributaries have been
comprehensively modified by channelisation
and re-routing, They are indistinguishable
from irrigation and stockwater races, and
human influence dominates over natural
aspects of their character.

The Ashburton system below SH72 is by no
means pristine, but in terms of case law it
has significant natural character because of
the importance of natural geomorphological
and ecological processes (e.g river braiding,
vegetation succession) in the creation of its
overall appearance. Artificial features such
as linear planting of poplars, vehicle tracks,
and gravel extraction points introduce an
obviously human element in some places
that detracts from the natural character of
the river. However, in general natural
processes appear to dominate over human
activities. From the riverbed, the observer is
aware to a very limited extent of the
managed agricultural landscape of the
Plains, beyond the riparian woodland.

Overall, the visual character of the
Ashburton River and its margins is created
largely by a combination of geomorphic
processes during floods that are large
enough to reform the river bed and banks
and remove vegetation from the bars, and
vegetative river control measures. The low

flow regime has little influence on the overall
appearance of the river, since low flows
accommodate themselves to the contours of
the river bed that are created during floods.

The number and sizes of braids, riffles and
pools, the wetted area, the nature of the
water surface, and the quantity of flowing
water are important elements of natural
character. As reviewed in Section 4, they
are sensitíve to changes in discharge, and
therefore to any human modification of
discharge. However, it is uncertain to what
extent these attributes respond to discharge
modification in a way that is discernible to
even an expert onlooker, at least in the
South Branch, main stem, and tributaries.
lndeed, they show such a level of spatial
and temporal variability that statistically
significant measurements of their response
to changing discharge are extremely
demanding of resources (Mosley, 1983a).
The lFlM work analysed by Jowett (1992)
and Hayes (1997) demonstrates that these
features are rather insensitive to variations
in discharge, because of the wide,
unconfined nature of the river bed and the
mobility of the bed material. That work
suggests that life-supporting capacity is
safeguarded by residual flows below the
natural 7-day mean annual low flow. The
flow-dependent elements of natural
character in the Ashburton main stem and
South Branch would be substantially
preserved by flows that safeguard life-
supporting capacity.

The North Branch is a different matter, in
that the river bed now becomes dry for
extended periods over a considerable
length of channel, between Thompsons
Track and Digby's Bridge. Horrell's (2001)
work indicates that this would have been
unlikely under the natural regime, and that
"the large amount taken from lhe river is the
major reason why the river goes dry". lt was
suggested in Section 4.5, extrapolating from
the lFlM work in the South Branch, that a
flow of 2 m3/s is required in the North
Branch to safeguard life-supporting
capacity. Arguably, this would be the case
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also for preserving natural character. At the
least, the aspects of natural character in the
North Branch that are associated with the
presence of flowing water could be re-
established by ensuring a visibly continuous
flow of water at all times. lt is difficult to
specify the discharge necessary to do this,
in the absence of hydraulic geometry
measurements in the Nofth Branch.
However, the 80 l/s considered to provide
native fish habitat in Pudding Hill Stream
(Jowett, 1999) is a probably minimal starting
point.

ln summary, natural character includes
many aspects of the river, including several
very obvious features that reflect human
activity, in particular the establishment
throughout of riparian woodland composed
of introduced species. One of the most
important elements of natural character is
the flow regime that is responsible for the
overall dimensions and appearance of the
Ashburton, and that provides a basis for the
ecosystems that are characteristic of the
river. The floods that are responsible for the
overall appearance of the river are affected
to a limited extent by management of the
flow regime. The natural character of the
river at the commonly occurring (>80% of
the time) low flows is one of extensive areas
of gravel crossed by one or a few wandering
channels. Flow abstraction affects aüributes
such as the relative areas of gravel and
water, but it is uncertain to what extent the
effects are discernible, except in the case of
complete dewatering of the North Branch.
Flows required to safeguard the life-
supporting capacity of the river largely
would preserve water-dependent aspects of
natural character.

I Outstanding natural features
and landscapes

The natural features and landscapes of the
Ashburton River were described in Section
2. None could be regarded as outstanding.

The most distinctive river feature in the
Ashburton'is, perhaps, the river mouth and
lagoon area. The form and appearance of
the mouth is largely conditioned by the
balance between high energy shoreline and
fluvial processes - that is, sea conditions
that cause sutficient long-shore drift of
beach materials to displace the river mouth,
and river flood flows sufficiently large (>90
ms/s according to Todd (1992)) to return it
to the place that the river meets the
coastline. Modification of the flow regime
has only a minor influence on these.

Mouth closure is, however, influenced by
low river flows (Section 2.1.6). Todd has
indicated that a flow greater than 4 m3/s is
required to maintain the river mouth in an
open state when the mouth is located where
the river meets the shoreline, and greater
than 6 ms/s when the mouth is offset.
Protection of the river mouth in lhis respect
therefore requires that a minimum flow of 6
m3/s be maintained at alltimes.

I Habitat of trout and salmon

Trout and salmon habitat is discussed in
section 4.5 above.

10 Amenity values

Amenity values are defined in the Resource
Management Act as "those natural or
physical qualities and characteristics of an
area that contribute to people's appreciation
of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence,
and cultural and recreational attributes".
Amenity values commonly are considered in
terms of scenic quality, recreational
fisheries, and other types of recreation.

10.1 Scenic quality

Section 2.3 summarises earlier appraisals
of the scenic quality of the Ashburton River
and catchment. The unmodified upper
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catchment warranted inclusion in the
National lnventory of Wild and Scenic
Rivers for its scenery (due to the glaciated
landscape rather than the river itself); the
upper Gorge is particularly noteworthy. The
scenic quality of the river below SH72,
across the Plains, was characterised as
"moderate" to "uninspiring" by the NZ
Recreational River Survey. Boffa Miskell
(2001) has provided a fuller appraisal of
landscape and scenery in the Ashburton.

As discussed in Section 7, the visual
character of much of the Ashburton River
and its margins derives from its wide gravel
bed, wandering braided channels, and (in
the lower river) the exotic woodland
(willows, poplars, gorse, broom, etc) along
the berms and on bars and islands in the
channel. The surrounding landscape, and
the influence of human activity on the
vegetation cover and land use therein,
provide the broader context, although it is
not readily visible from the river bed. ïhe
channel is created largely by geomorphic
processes during floods that are large
enough to reform the riverbed and banks,
and that generally are unaffected by
management of the flow regime.

The low flow regime has little influence on
the visual character of a river, since low
flows accommodate themselves to the
contours of the riverbed that are created
during floods. The number and sizes of
braids, riffles and pools, the wetted area,
the nature of the water surface, and the
quantity of flowing water do respond to
variations in discharge (Sections 4.1, 7).
However, it is questionable to what extent
these attributes change in a way that is
discernible to even an expert onlooker. The
exception to this is the total de-watering of
the North Branch, which represents a
significant reduction in the scenic quality of
this section of river.

Public perception of the scenic value of New
Zealand rivers is influenced by discharge to
only a limited extent, principally through the
presence of moving water (rapids and
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riffles) (Mosley, 1989). Water colour and
clarity can be significant factors, with grey or
brown, turbid water reducing the scenic
value of a river. Water colour and clarity in
the Ashburton are acceptable except during
floods. Proliferations of filamentous algae
on the river bed, particularly below the
Ashburton oxidation pond, detract from
scenic quality, but they are a response to
high nutrient loadings rather than reduced
flows. Overall, the scenic quality of the
Ashburton River is not considered to be
responsive to changes in discharge.

10.2 Recreational fishing

The Ashburton provides a regionally
significant sport fishery. The 1994/6 angling
survey indicated that it was ninth in the
Central South lsland Fish and Game district
in terms of angler-days (4,170); the
neighbouring Rakaia and Rangitata Rivers
recorded 34,600 and 36,000 respectively
(Unwin and Brown, 1998). The river also
provides a whitebait fishery, with 5-20
persons per day fishing during the August-
November season, recreational fishing in
the lagoon for flounder and mullel, and an
unknown level of eeling (Strange, 1992).

The 197819 angler survey of the Ashburton
Acclimatisation Society district (Teirney ef
al., 1987; Strange, 1992) provided useful
historical detail on the sport fishery. Teirney
et al. concluded that the Ashburton
accounted for 38/" of the total fishing effort
by survey respondents from the Ashburton
district. Salmon and trout fishing were
equally valued. Numbers of visits by
Ashburton anglers for both salmon and trout
angling exceeded those to the Rangitata
and Rakaia. Teirney et al. ascribed this to
exceptionally easy access and proximity to
anglers' homes; the survey indicated that
other attributes of the river, such as peace,
solitude and scenic beauty, were not very
influential in attracting anglers to the
Ashburton River. Taking account of visits by
anglers from throughout Canterbury, the
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Ashbufton had less than half the visits of the
Rakaia and Rangitata.

The 1978/9 survey indicated that salmon
fishing occurred mainly at the river mouth
and in the lower river, while trout anglers
went also to the middle (Plains) reaches,
and to a lesser extent above Ashburton
Gorge. Strange (1992) reported that the
salmon catch was predominantly in
February-April, with about half the total
being taken in March.

The Ashburton River sport fishery has been
in decline for several decades. Teirney ef a/.
(1987) commented that "the Ashburton
River fishery remains a casualty of
attempting to satisfy multiple water use
within a single catchment". Graynoth (1972)
had reported an estimated salmon catch of
2,300 fish in t 968; Strange (1992)
estimated a catch of 50-150 fish in the late
1980s; Scarf (pers. comm., 2001) suggests
that the catch now has declined to around
15 fish per year, principally because salmon
have been unable to access the spawning
areas. Strange (1992) attributed the decline
in the salmonid fishery to "the proliferation
of rights to abstract water", "river control
operations", "the accumulation of the effects
of many abstractions of varying sizes and
river control operations (that) have resulted
in the Ashburton River changing markedly in
physical characteristics". Langlands and
Elley (2000) catalogue a long list of "actual
threats" to the salmonid fishery in the
Ashburton system, including water
abstraction, natural low flows, point source
discharges, stormwater discharges, sewage
discharges, non-point sources of sediment,
chemicals and nutrients, eutrophication,
channelisation, substrate grading and
removal, livestock and vehicular
disturbance, angling pressure, algal blooms,
land use change, and wetland drainage.

Section 4.5 considers the Ashburton
salmonid fishery from the perspective of
maintaining fish habitat. Despite the rather
definitive statement of Strange (1992, p.

588) regarding the negative impact of flow
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abstractions, lFlM surveys do not provide
clear evidence for a decline in in-river
habitat quality that would account for a
decline in recreational angling (Hayes,
1997). Reduced spawning success during
the 1980s and early 1990s (Figure 4.7), al
least partly caused by inadequate passage
depths as a result of flow abstraction, could
be a more significant factor. lncreasing
frequency of river mouth closure also may
be a significant factor reducing the quality of
the sea-run salmon and trout fisheries;
discharge conditions that could lead to
closure have occurred about twice a year on
average since 1996 (p. 40). However, there
are no long-term data to verify that there
has been a progressive increase in
frequency of closure. ln particular, flow
hydrographs (Appendix 3, Figure 1) do not
show obvious differences between years
that could account for the differences in
spawning indicated in Figure 4.7.

Angling requirements cannot be taken to
coincide with fish habitat preferences and
associated discharges also may not be the
same. ln the Rangitata River, Davis ef a/.
(1987) suggested that the flow requirements
of angling are even more demanding than
the biological requirements of the fishery. ln
addition to flow, other variables that
influence angling suitability include water
temperature, light intensity and cloudiness,
sea and tide conditions (at the mouth), river
morphology (e.9. the shape and depth of
pools), and the frequency and quality of
pools, riffles and braids. Several may be
related to discharge, but weakly, as
discussed in Section 4.

The debate summarised by Hayes (1997)
points out that the morphology of the
Ashburton River is less than ideal for
successful angling. Not only are there few
pools suitable for large salmonids, but
frequently they are located at banks that are
overhung by willows, and that provide
excellent cover for trout, and difficult
conditions for anglers. Progressive
establishment of vegetative bank protection
over the last four decades coincides in time
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with the deterioration of angling quality, use,
and success. This may be coincidental, but
it seems plausible that the changing nature
of the river has had an impact on both fish
and anglers' ability to catch them.

Hayes' "rather speculative" (his words)
discussion of the matter concludes:

Whatever the reason for the seasonal
nature of the trout fishery, it is not
possible, given the present data on
the fishery, to objectively assess
flows which might be necessary to
sustain good trout fishing in the
Ashburton River. However, it does
appear from the above discussion
that the flow requirements for good
trout fishing probably are higher than
those required for maintaining
adequate levels of trout habitat.

10.3 Other recreat¡on

The New Zealand recreational river survey
(Egarr and Egarr, 1981) assessed the
recreational value of the river as low to
insignificant, apart from the South Branch
above Ashburton Gorge (intermediate).

The Ashburton catchment recreational user
survey (Mansell et al., 1992) provides
valuable information on recreational use of
the Ashburton River. Water-based activities
ranked sth (swimming, with 17% of
respondents) and 8th lfishing, with 14/" of
respondents) in the list; other activities (trips
and picnics, with 27"/o, and nature study,
with 9%) might also use the river. The main
localities used were:

. Trips/picnics: several sites along the
North Branch, South Branch near
Valetta, Ashburton Gorge, at the river
mouth, and below SH1 (in the vicinity of
the oxidation pond ...). River sites were
most popular.

. Walking: about 4 km up and
downstream of SH1. Walks along the
river were most popular.
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. Boating: about 4 km upstrearn of SH1.

. Fishing: a few localities in the lower
South Branch and at the river mouth.

. Swimming: a few sites along the North
Branch and below SH1, apparently in

association with trips/picnics. Ïhe river
was the second most popular site, after
the local pool.

Satisfaction levels for the water-based
activities were below average; indeed, the
satisfaction score for fishing was lowest of
all (3.27 on a scale of 5), and swimming
ranked 15th out of 20 activities. Mansell ef
al. report a number of respondents'
comments relating to their satisfaction, that
clearly indicate that low river flows are a
major disincentive for fishing, and pollution
is a major disincentive for picnics and
swimming. Of suggested improvements,
water quantity and quality ranked highest,
wilh 24.4/" respondents citing this as an
area of needed improvement. (Related
aspects - dumped rubbish, weed growth,
sÌock in the river bed, river control works -
also were cited as needing attention).

The 197819 angler survey of the Ashburton
Acclimatisation Society district (Teirney ef
al., 1987) showed that picnicking was a
common accompaniment to angling in the
Ashburton (about 30% of respondents), with
swimming and to a lesser efient camping
also associated.

The various surveys leave little doubt that
the recreational value of the Ashburton has
been significantly reduced by flow
abstraction, whether as a place for walks or
picnics, for swimming, or most obviously for
angling. Other factors also reduce the river's
value, including willow growth along the
banks (which renders the river unsafe for
boating even if flows are sufficient), water
pollution (waler quality standards for contact
recreation frequently are not met), and
infestation by weeds. People are
surprisingly tolerant of the seemingly
unappealing nature of the wide gravel river-
bed.
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Mosley (1999b) and Ministry for the
Environment (Volume A, 1998) have
reviewed the general relationships between
waler-related recreation, flows, and other
variables (Appendix 5). Ministry for the
Environment (Volume B, 1998) also have
indicated the generalised effects of change
in flow regime on various recreational
activities (Appendix 5). No formal analyses
of the relationship between flow regime and
recreation in the Ashburton are available at
present. However, it is possible to use
Appendix 5 to consider possibilities for
improvement.

It is unrealistic to aim to establish any form
of recreational boating on the Ashburton -
the nearby Rakaia and Rangitata are far
superior in any case. However, suitability of
the river for informal family outings
picnicking, paddling/wading, swimming,
walking, just messing about - would be
greatly enhanced by consistently higher
flows that would provide usable swimming
holes and continuously flowing water. The
minimum flows suggested for fish life-
supporting capacity in Section 4.5 would
adequately meet informal recreational
requirements. Water quality that is
unsuitable for contact recreation is,
however, difficult to address, given the
presumed natural or non-point source
nature of much of the contamination.

11 Management of the
Ashburton River flow reg¡me

Sections 4 to 10 reviewed the instream
values of the Ashburton River that are
referred to in Objective 1 of Chapter 9 of the
CRPS, and their response to discharge.
Flow requirements vary widely, with some
characteristics and values in fact having
little relationship to discharge. There are
many uncertainties, which would require a
substantial amount of further investigation to
fully address, but the extensive body of
information available for the Ashburton (see
References), together with ecological and
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geomorphological research in several other
Canterbury rivers, provides a good basis for
exercising judgement on flow requirements
in the Ashburton.

Tables 1 and 2 of Appendix 6 summarise
the conclusions of Sections 4 to 10, and
present "flow management requirements" as
a guide in managing the Ashburton River in
a way that achieves the purposes of the
CRPS.

Some assumptions are necessary regarding
the likely objectives of managing flows, in
terms of practically achieving Objective 1,
Chapter 9 of the CRPS. They are implicit in
the column "Specific requirements for flow
management" in Table 1, Appendix 6. Some
of the likely sub-objectives have
inconsistent flow requirements. Thus, Íor
example, to minimise periphyton growth
requires that the periods of stable low flow,
during which accrual occurs, are brief and
separated by frequent freshes; to maximise
the standing crop of macroinvertebrates is
favoured by long periods of stable flow, on
the other hand. The choice of a managed
flow regime therefore must achieve
compromise, based on an assessment of
the relative importance to the community of
each instream value. The present report
attempts to compile a factual basis for the
process of further consultation that will be
necessary to refine the community's views
on its priorities.

11.1 Desirable characteristics of a
managed flow regime

Table 1, Appendix 6, in conjunction with
Tables 4.3 and 4.4, can be used to identify
the flows required to maintain as far as
possible the flow-related instream and
amenity values in the Ashburton River
system.

Flow requirements vary from place to place
in the river system, because there are some
specific, localised instream values. This is
particularly the case with regard to
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maintaining suffic¡ent depths for upstream
passage of spawn¡ng salmonids.
Environment Canterb ury already recog nises
that the lowermost sections of tributary
streams that are used for spawning must
receive special attention, in terms of setting
minimum flows, and has commissioned
appropriate lFlM work to do so (Table 4.4).

It does not appear to be practicable to
define flows at a single site that would
maintain instream values throughout the
entire river system. The correlations
between mean daily flows at sites for which
there are flow data are in the range R2 =
0.58 to 0.76. For example, the relationship
between mean daíly flows at Mt Somers and
SH1 (Figure 11.1), with R2 = 0.64, is simply
not good enough to justify using either site
as an index of flow at the other site, or
anywhere else in the river. Therefore,
managed flow regimes will need to be
defined for the key components of the river
system (Table 4.3 and 4.4), and flows will
need to be monitored therein, preferably as
far downstream as possible.

Figure 11,1. Relationship between mean
daily discharge at SH1 and Mt Somers,
2116196 to 31/5/00,

This section is based on the review of
instream flow needs provided by Mosley
(1999a, b). ltems 1 to 6 below address
water quantity aspects of the flow regime,
and item 7 refers to water quality. Each
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section presents a possible objective, and
then considers whether and how to
implement it.

1. Total abstraction.
Cumulative abstractions from the river
system do not, in themselves, have an
environmental effect that needs to be
addressed by restrictions on total
abstractions. There are, of course,
cumulative environmental effects of multiple
abstractions, most obviously in response to
the magnitude of the residual low flow and
to the duration of time that flow may be held
at a constant (low) level. A restriction on
total abstractions may, therefore, provide a
means of avoiding or mitigating the
environmental effects of changes to
particular aspects of the flow regime, as
dealt with in the following paragraphs.

Large floods.
Maintain the frequency and magnitude
of floods on the order of the mean
annual flood (> 100-150 m3/s in the
North and South Branches and >500
m3/s ¡n the mainstem) at all times of
year, to maintain the overall form and
dimensions of the channel, and to
remove vegetation that has colonised
gravel bars.

ln practice, the natural flow regime in
the Ashburton is so variable that flow
abstraction presently has a limited
impact on the magnitude and frequency
of flood events. Even construction of
dams in the North and South Branch
gorges would be unlikely to modify
large channel-forming floods. lt is
considered that item (1) in Section 11.1

does not require a specific provision in
the flow management regime.

3. Medium freshes.
Maintain the frequ^ency and magnitude
of freshes >25 mo/s in the North and
South Branches at all times of year but
particularly during warm summer
months (January-April), to prevent
nuisance growths of periphyton,
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prevent the stream bed from becoming
compacted and cemented by fine
sediment deposition, provide for
salmonid migration if flows naturally fall
below levels (-3-5 m3/s; depths less
than 0.25 m for salmon and 0.15 m for
trout, over a width of at least 1m) at
which continuous upstream movement
becomes increasingly difficult or
damaging, and provide recreational
angling opportunities.

An alternative objective might be to reduce
the number of occasions on which the
stream bed gravels are disturbed, in order
to maximise invertebrate production as a
source of food for fish and birds, especially
during September-February. ln practice,
larger freshes on top of a higher base flow
tend to occur most frequently during the bírd
breeding season, and this objective is not
considered achievable, or desirable.

Abstraction has an increasingly significant
impact on medium to low flows as they
decline below about 25 m3/s in the North
and South Branches. Further increases in
abstraction above current rates would have
a proportionately increasing impact on the
number of "flushing freshes", and the inter-
fresh duration of low flows during which
periphyton accrual can continue (see
Section 4.2). ll also should be noted that
these freshes have particular significance
for recreational angling, in that the receding
limb of a fresh provides high (but not too
high) and slightly turbid water in which
angling success is likely to be greatest.

The Ashburton appears to be a "low-
biomass" river in terms of periphyton
growth, and the objective of flushing
nuisance growths of periphyton applies
particularly to the enriched waters below the
Ashburton oxidation pond.

The question is, how can flow abstraction
be enabled, while retaining the flushing
effect of medium freshes typified by those in
January, M"y, and December 1982
(Appendix 3, Figure 1). All of these reached
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35 m3/s, and could be reduced below 25
m3/s under current - let alone increased -rates of abstraction. Standard flow
management approaches - setting a
maximum total rate of abstraction and/or
setting a river:abstraction sharing rule
(commonly 1 :1) - do not avoid reductions in
the number of freshes, without a minimum
flow that greatly exceeds that required for
maintenance of fish habitat.

For exalnple, a maximum total abstraction
of 10 m"/s potentially eliminates an average
2.6 flushing freshes per year, out of an
average 6.4 per year, and extends the
average inter-flood period to 96 days
(Section 4.2). lt also affects all floods,
including those typified by
November/December 1982 (Appendix 3,
Figure 1), whose peak discharges are both
high and sustained. Similarly, with a
minimum flow of 3 mt/s, a 1:1
(river:abstraction) sharing rule would
maintain an in-river residual flow of 25 m3/s
only when natural flow had reached 47
m3/s; maximum total abstractions of 5 m3/s
and 10 m3/s would provide in-river residual
flows at 30 and 35 m3/s natural flow
respectively. ln all these cases, the number
of flushing freshes would be reduced.

An alternative approach could be to apply a
restriction that requires specific abstractions
to cease during the rising stages of freshes,
which in total amount to only a few tens of
hours each year. lt would be dependent on
a flow-forecasting system that could
forecast with reasonable certainty the
occurrence of freshes that would peak in the
critical range (25 m?s plus maximum
permitted abstraction). The rate of rise of
freshes at Mt Somers is typically about 16
hours for flow to increase from the
preceding "normal" baseflow to 25 m3/s. A
restriction might apply to the first 12 hours
of a rising hydrograph, permitting small to
medium freshes to peak before abstraction
resumed. lt would focus management on
the very short periods that are relevant to
achieving the specific objective of sustaining
flushing freshes, but would require a fairly
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sophisticated approach to management,
particularly with regard to giving notice to
abstractors. lt could really only apply to
large abstractors, such as the RDR, which
account for the bulk of withdrawals.

Whether or not such an approach is justified
depends on the value assigned to flushing
freshes. The Ashburton appears - on the
basis of rather limited data - to be a "low
biomass" river, and the available flow data
indicate that abstraction reduces the
magnitude of freshes. Because of the
considerable uncertainties regarding the
hydrological- not to mention the ecological

- effects of abstraction on freshes, it is

considered that the case for a management
tool specifically to maintain the size and
frequency of flushing freshes needs to be
strengthened.

4. Low flows.
Maintain flows above the following
figures:

a) year round, in the North and
South Branches and main stem:
2 m3/s, to maintain preferred
habitat for food-production
(macro-invertebrates) required
by birds and fish;

b) year round, to maintain habitat
for as many native fish species
as possible, and to maintain
passage depths for salmonids:
. in the middle South Branch:

3 m3/s;
. in the lower South Branch:

4.5 m3/s;
. in the North Branch: 2 m3/s;
. in the main stem: 5 m3/s;
in the tributaries:
. Lagmhor Creek: 0.15 m3/s;
. Pudding Hill Stm: 0.08 m3/s;
. Mt Harding Stm: 0.4 m3/s;
. O'Shea Creek: 0.2 m3is;
. Taylors Stream: 2m3ls

c) November to April, in the main
stem: 6 m"/s to maintain entry
through the river mouth for

unhindered upstream migration
of sea-run salmonids;

d) during the core period for salmon
angling (February-April), to
maintain quality of salmon and
trout angling: not yet determined,
but see item (c) above for an
absolute minimum condition;

e) during the main recreational
season (December-April,
especially school holidays and
weekends): as for item (b)

above, to maintain sufficient
depth and velocity of water for
swimming and paddling;

f) year round, as lor item (b)
above, to maintain visual
aspects of natural character.

Minimum flow needs have been defined
with an acceptable level of confidence with
the assistance of lFlM analysis, except that
more work is desirable to specify the flow
needs of angling and brown trout habitat.
Flow needs are specified for key
locations/sections of river in item 3(b),
Section 11.1. The most demanding
requirement is the year-round need to
maintain fish habitat (life-supporting
capacity) in each reach, plus the need to
increase flow in the main stem during the
salmon migration season, to keep the river
mouth open'" (Figure 11.2). There appears
to be no reason to suggest that a varying
pattern of minimum monthly flows is
required, nor limits on total abstractions.

The suggested minimum flows are in a
rather nãirow range between 2 m3ls in the
North Branch to 6 ms/s in the main stem,
and are 42-67% of the estimated natural 7-
day mean annual low flow. They are set
principally to safeguard the life-supporting

23 The year-round minimum flow for fish habitat
in the main stem is sufficient to maintain the
river mouth open when it is flowing directly to
sea. The increase in flow is necessary when the
mouth is offset. An alternative to strategy could
be to maintain the mouth open by mechanical
means.
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capacity of the water, but also should
achieve the other purposes of Objective 1 of
Chapter 9 of the CRPS, except for
maintaining angling quality (an aspect of
"amenity values") and protection of trout and
salmon habitat (Figure 11.2). Angling
requirements probably are more demanding
than the ecological and other amenity
requirements. lFlM analysis of the main
stem (Wakanui) and lower South Branch
(Ollivers) sites suggests that WUA for brown
trout continues to increase beyond the
maximum computed flow of 15 m'/s. At the
same time, WUA for native fish habitat
declines. On the principle that safeguarding
life-supporting capacity for native fish has a
higher priority than protecting significant
habitat for trout and salmon, the figures in
(b) above are considered to be appropriate.

Figure 11.2. Summary of minimum flow
requirements for the Ashburton main stem.
Angling and salmon/trout habitat
requirements are not included because they
still are uncertain.

Restrictions on abstraction to maintain
residual flows would need to be worded and
administered in such a way as to ensure
that flows do not fall below the specified
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minima as a result of abstraction2a. Natural
flows do fall below the minima; the
restrictions would aim to avoid the
environmental effects of this happening
more frequently as a result of human
activity.

5. Seasonal pattern of flows.
Maintain the seasonal pattern of flows,
to maintain the "natural hydrological
character" of the river.

This is achieved in many rivers by setting a
minimum flow in each month. The
Ashburton River Water Management Plan
1983-90 establishes monthly minimum flows
at SH1, ranging from 3.5 m3/s in
February/March to I m3/s in
September/October. Any of several closely
correlated low flow statistics could be

chosen as a monthly
minimum flow; the mean
monthly 7-day low flow or
the mean monthly absolute
low flow, averaged over the
period of record, are
common choices (see
Appendix 3, Tables 3 and
4).

The lFlM work in the
Ashburton does not indicate
a need for minimum flows to
vary through the year to
safeguard life-supporting
capacity, except to meet
fish passage requirements.
The seasonal pattern of
flow, with a spring

2a Abstractions of water for domestic water
supply, stock water and fire-fighting are provided
for in RM Act Section 14 (3) (b) and (e), ln the
1983 Asþburton River Water Management Plan,
4.07 m3/s and 0.2 m3/s respéctively are
allocated to stockwater and municipal supplies,
and are regarded as naturally restricted by flow.
The 1983-90 Ashburton River Water
Management Plan permits some continued
abstraction when the minimum flow is reached,
which could be ecologically damaging.
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maximum, is not always pronounced as an
aspect of the "natural hydrological
character" of the ríver. Six (one third) of the
years between 1982 and 2000 did not have
an obvious period of high base flow during
spring at Mt Somers, and flow variation was
simply due to the sequence of floods that
occurred through the year, on top of a rather
stable base flow.

ln practice, then, it is not considered that
specific measures need to be taken to
maintain the seasonal pattern of flows,
separately from measures to maintain other
aspects of the hydrological regime.

6. Natural flow variation.
Avoid holding flows at a constant
mínimum value for extended periods, to
maintain the "natural hydrological
character" of the river.

Often, this has been achieved by sharing
flows above minimum values between
instream and out-of-stream users. A 1:1

sharing regime commonly has been
practiced, although there is no particular
theoretical justification for this ratio.

It is clearly possible for abstraction to
reduce the middle South Branch and the
North Branch to the minimum flow for long
periods. Flows are in the range "proposed
minimum flow plus present maximum
allocation" for 76'/" of the time at Mt Somers
(representing the middle South Branch) and
55% of the time at Old Weir (representing
the North Branch). At present, actual
abstractions are usually significantly less
than the maximum allocation, and they vary.
The North Branch demonstrably is reduced
to zero flow - the de facúo minimum flow -
for months at a time, principally as a result
of abstraction (Horrell, 2001). There are no
records to show the extent to which the
middle South Branch presently is reduced to
a stable flow for extended periods, bul the
risk appears to be high.

On the other hand, the 1996-2000
hydrographs (Appendix 3, Figure 1) at SH1
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show no periods when flow was held
constant for more than a few days, and
these occurred only during stable flows at
Mt Somers and Old Weir. Periodic freshes
and floods from the upper North Branch and
South Branch, together with high flows
generated in the other major tributaries and
on the Plains, apparently are able to
maintain a quasi-natural pattern of flow
variability in the main stem. This probably is
the case also in the lower South Branch.
ln practice, the objective of maintaining
natural flow variation applies principally to
the middle South Branch above Valetta, and
to the North Branch. Arguably, the most
important requirement is, however, to (re)-
establish adequate minimum flows and
maintain the frequency of flushing freshes.

7. Water quality.
Maintain physical, bacteriological and
chemical water quality above the
standards specified for aquatic
ecosystems and bathing, to maintain
life-supporting capacity and to ensure
the safety of participants in water-
contact recreation.

The presence of salmon and trout in the
river indicates that physical and chemical
water quality is generally high, but the
available data indicate that water quality
does influence the life-supporting capacity
of the river, since periphyton and
macroinvertebrate community structures
reflect the influence of nutrient enrichment.
Water temperature observations indicate
that summer-time temperatures in the main
stem reach the range (18-20eC) that is
critical for adult salmonids, although there is
no clear evidence that high temperatures
have contributed to the deterioration of the
salmonid fishery. On the other hand,
bacteriological water quality does not
consistently meet standards for contact
recreation at any point in the river system
below SH72, and surveys have shown that
people are very much influenced by that.
The most serious water quality degradation
is below the Ashburton oxidation pond
outfall in the lower river; degraded water
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quality above this point appears to be due to
natural sources (e.9. river bed bird colonies)
and non-point source contamination. Given
the nature of contamination, the objective
stated in (6) above) may not be practicable,
but an appropriate strategy nevertheless
needs to be explored.

River management in general also will need
to be considered, notably the extent to
which vegetative river control works - which
at present have a pervasive impact on
instream values - might be designed and
managed in order to maintain and enhance
amenity values.

11.2 Specific suggestions for the
managed flow regime

The Ashburton presently is managed under
the provisions of the Ashburton River Water
Management Plan 1983-1990, which
provides principally for minimum monthly
flows at SH1, and a sharing rule. A draft
Ashburton Catchment Plan 1997 also has
been prepared, which proposes minimum
flows, restrictions on abstractions, and
allocation limits. Neither of these seem
explicitly to avoid, remedy, or mitigate the
environmental effects of abstraction.

This report indicates that the key
environmental effects of abstraction from
the Ashburton system are, in practice,
related to the maintenance of minimum
flows and the frequency of flushing freshes
in the North Branch and middle South
Branch2s. The discussion in Section 11.1
suggests that other elements of the
hydrological regime will be adequately dealt
with if low flows and flushing freshes are
maintained, given that large channel-
forming floods are unlikely to be affected by
any level of abstraction. At present,

2s Freshes in the lower South Branch and main
stem are not wholly dependent on the upper
South Branch, since freshes are generated by
runoff ín the smaller tributary catchments and on
the Plains
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unfortunately, there is still insufficient
knowledge regarding the ecological
importance of flushing freshes, and the
extent to which their frequency is actually
affected by abstraction.

As a startíng point for further discussion of
an approach to management of the
AshburÌon flow regime, the following is
suggested:

Prohibit any abstractions that would
reduce flows below the following
figures:

a) year round:
. in the middle South Branch:3 m3/s;
o in the lower South Branch: 4.5 m3/s;
. in the North Branch: 2msls;
. in the main stem: 5 m3/s, with 6

m3/s during the months of
November to April;

. in the tributaries:
. Lagmhor Creek: 0.15 m3/s;
. Pudding Hill Stm: 0.08 m3/s;
¡ Mt Harding Stm: 0.4 m3/s;
. O'Shea Creek: 0.2 m3/s;
. Taylors Stream: 2 msls

b) Year-round, suspend major abstractions
(to be specified) for a period of 12 hours
at the beginning of freshes in the South
and North Branches that are forecast to
peak^at discharges of between 25 and
50 m"/s at Mt Somers and Old Weir.

Item (b) will require more development, but
is suggested as the most efficient way of
simultaneously maintaining flushing freshes
and facilitating abstraction.

It is difficult to make suggestions for any
aspect of water qualíty management.
Chemical and bacteriological aspects
probably are linked more strongly to
catchment and land use conditions, and to
natural factors such as the presence of
wetland bird breeding colonies on the river
bed. Physical water quality is influenced
strongly by the geomorphology and natural
hydrologic regime of the river, although it
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may also be influenced by management of
the flow regime. This is particularly the
case with water temperature, given that
temperatures during summer are in the
range of 18-20qC that is critical for adult
salmonids. More formal analysis of the
water temperature regime of the Ashburton
would be justified, to determine whether
flow management could be used to ensure
that water temperatures are not artificially
raised by abstraction to a point that they
reduce lif e-supporting capacity.

11.3 Appropr¡ateness of the
suggested rules for achieving
the purposes of the Resource
Management Act

The management "rules" suggested in

Section 11.2 aim to avoid, remedy or
mitigate the environmental effects of flow
abstraction in the Ashburton River,
particularly with regard to the matters
specified in Objective 1, Chapter I of the
ORPS. They are as simple as possible, and
place as few restrictions as possible on
abstraction; further analysis and
consultation may conclude that a greater
level of restriction, particularly with regard to
cumulative rates of abstraction, may be
desired by the community at large.

ln terms of Section 32 of the Resource
Management Act, rules of lhe tYPe
proposed ín Section 11.2 are necessary to
achieve the purposes of the Act, particularly
those defined in Sections 5 to 7 of the Act.
Sections 4 to 10 of this report demonstrate
that many aspects of in-stream and amenity
values are flow-related. ln particular, they
are related to low flow conditions, with the
size and frequency of medium freshes also
being significant for a number of reasons.
To avoid, remedy, or mitigate adverse
effects of flow abstraction requires a
management instrument that maintains
flows that are, at the very least, above those
at which in-stream and amenity values are
impaired to an unacceptable extent. There

is no obvious, practicable, and more
appropriate alternative to the type of rule
proposed in Section 11.2, as a means of
achieving this purpose.

There is still room for debate over the
parlicular residual low flow values included
in the proposed rule. The values have been
developed using lFlM analysis in the
Ashburton River, and the writer is satisfied
that the analyses were carried out properly,
Nevertheless, there are always
uncertainties with such work, in particular
regarding the representativeness of the
results, and the importance of other
potentially over-riding factors such as water
quality. There is the possibility that more
extreme, limiting conditions exist at another
location, so that the analysis indicates a
lower residual flow than is adequate at all
points. A conservative approach would be to
increase residual flows by, say, 10%, but
the possible cost of such an approach (in

terms of unnecessarily foregone abstraction
of water) is high, and confirmatory surveys
and analysis would be a preferable course
of action in cases where there is
uncertainty.

The rule suggested in Section 11.2 to
maintain medium freshes is likely to require
particular discussion. lts intent is to focus on
a very specific part of the flow regime, the
medium freshes that periodically flush the
river bed of periphyton and silt, and may
provide enhanced recreational angling
opportunity. While it appears to be an
efficient means of maintaining these freshes

- and more conventional approaches such
as total abstraction rates or sharing rules
will not do so there is still some
uncertainty about their true importance.
They are of particular significance for
preserving natural hydrological character
and maintaining amenity values; these may
not be deemed sufficiently important, in
terms of CRPS priorities, to warrant the
complexity of the suggested rule.

The flows simultaneously meet several
different requirements, and may not be ideal
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for any one of them. ln practice, it appears
that flows requ¡red to safeguard life-
supporting capacity - especially fish and
birds -meet the requirements of other
instream and amenity uses. ln any case,
flow requirements are not preciselv defined
for any aspect of instream, natural
character, or amenity values, and
particularly not for recreational activities,
where requirements vary widely with the
individual participants.

Section 32(1Xb) of the RM Act requires
consideration of benefits and costs, while
Section 32(1Xc)(ii) requires that efficiency
and effectiveness be considered.
Management objectives therefore must be
defined, in consultation with the community
of interest, and this process has not yet
been completed in the Ashburton.
Furthermore, the financial implications for
out-oËstream users must be considered, as
well as the financial aspects of instream
uses (e.9. costs of travel to recreational
sites, sales of recreational equipment to
private users, etc.). lnformation is not
available at present to appraise in these
terms the rules proposed in Section 11.2.

Time has not permitted a full comparison to
be made of the suggested rules with those
in the Ashburton River Water Management
Plan 1983-1990 and the dratl Ashburton
Catchment Plan ol 1997. They do appear,
however, to be considerably simpler to
administer than either of the others, and
also they explicitly address the avoidance of
environmental effects. On the other hand,
they do not (and were not required to)
consider out-of-stream implications.

12 Riverbed and riparian
management to maintain the
instream, natural character and
amen¡ty values of the Ashburton
River

The "natural" character and amenity values
of the Ashburton River are very substantially

affected by vegetative river control works,
as Photo 13 (comparison of the river in
1941 and 1999) demonstrates. Many other
aspects of human activity - vehicle access
to river beds, gravel extraction, introduction
of weeds and animal pests, the provision of
alternative food sources for some wetland
bird species - alsp impact on the river, its
life-supporting capacity, and its amenity
value.

ln many respects, instream and amenity
values of the Ashburton and its ecosystems
are more conditioned by non-hydrological
than hydrological factors. lt will be essential,
therefore, to link management of the river
water to management of the river
environment, in its broader sense.

13 Recommendations for additional
investigations

A large body of information on the
Ashburton River exists already, but the
pressure on the water resource, and its
economic importance, mean that decisions
regarding its allocation require a
comprehensive information base. This
report has identified a number of areas in
which more information is needed, as a
basis for confident resource management:

. The relationship between river flows at
key locations throughout the river
system, particularly the indicator sites
suggested in Section 11.1, and the
actual response of flows at these points
to upstream abstraction.

. The actual occurrence of river mouth
closures in relation to river flow and sea
conditions.

. The discharge at Old Weir required to
maintain flowing water throughout the
North Branch.

. The relationship between natural river
flow, abstraction, and water
temperatures during summer, and the
response of aquatic biota in the
Ashburton to water temperatures.
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. More definitive information on the
relationship between periphyton
biomass, duration of low flow periods,
and occurrence of flushing freshes.

. More definitive information on the
relationship of macroinvertebrates to
channel morphology and flows.

. More definitive information on habitat
requirements for brown trout, in
particular with regard to limiting factors
such as water temperature and channel
morphology.

. The optimum conditions required for
successful angling.

. Confirmatory lFlM surveys of habitat
requirements, to ensure that
representative conditions have been
covered in the key reaches of the river.
ln particular, lFlM work in the North
Branch is required.

. Definition of the flows required to
maintain passage depths over extended
lengths of the river.

. Consultation with regard to the
Ashburton's value for mahinga kai, and
appraisal of its relationship with flow.

. The impact of historic river control in the
Ashburton on the character of the river,
particularly with regard to establishment
of dense woodland along the river
banks.

o Methods of maintaining the size and
frequency of medium freshes in such a
way that abstractions are not
unnecessarily limited.

. The out-of-stream implications of
management of the flow regime to
maintain instream values, with regard to
reliability of supply to irrigators, etc.
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APPENDIX 1

KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ASHBURTON RIVER

(from Water resources of the Canterbury region: Morland, 1994)
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ASHBURTON AND HINDS RIVERS

These rivers are discussed together as their characterisitcs a¡e similar'

LfrTCT1IVT EN Iç

Lakes area there are areas of

¡E[Y..t-:Ê¡s]ÈFa-':ir':-i:rF: --jr:*ñ=¡r:-'--sjÃ-g:<fi''
l.

c14rJítRBctnvi

1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 PHvstc¡.L CH.rRlcreRISTIcs 
)

fi.oper-Lindsay 1991)

The Ashb
Branch is
the South
Wildmans ranges. Lakes Camp, Clea¡wate
catchment of the South Branch.

The V/ildlife Service reported that in 1981 much of the river was covered-by broom'

with willows and poplars colnmon on the b¿nks quire high into ùe hills' It is thus a

mãre stable bed tÉan some of the other braided rivers'

Tussock -uasslands are widespread in the upper catchmenr, with some-a¡eas of nadve

fnraer Fwrencive cheen o¡azlns takeS OlaCe. I¡ the NfaOr Lakes afea thefe afe afeas (

forest. Eitensive sheep grazin-e takes place'¡¡vvH Þ^srs

native vegetation on the riverbed. Acrc
*.lift.ãit ag¡coii*arã.uãiop-.n-t Tfe river mouth is a lagoon, mudflats a:¡.oii*of developmeni. fn. river mouth is a lagoon, mudflats and deln:

it is rarely ópen to the sea because of reduced flows'

The Hinds River is small, and is highly modified, reflecdne is aeTiculRrra] catchmenr
'wiltorvs and b¡oom are cornmon ttto,íg|t';;ããii or i" leñgth. Ii is grouped wirh t:he

Ashburron by having a similar' shingle bed smrcrure'

Within the coasnl a¡ea between the Rakaia and

clrains and irrigarion Íaces. The d¡ai¡s proiide
Ë¿;; th; 

'"bjàä 
or å"v ..ol;si;J;t"df. lr.v lar

weed clea¡ance to maintain flows'

(Dons and Sringer 1992)

The rivers have complex hydrology with flows hi-ehest in spring, Iowest in aunrmn'

The water quality lbãue Di,eby's ntiOg. and Hills Road (South Ashbunon) is of

connct recreadon quaiity. There is a degradadon of \'vater qualify aS u/aler

approaches the coast.

L? N.1tUR.¡l CHrR.rCrER, NÅTUR{L FpTTUR¡S Å\D LANDSC'{PE V¡'lttr

(Grindett and Guest i986)

. Scenic (interesting landscape feanues) P.13

1.3 Hrglt.lt TYPS AND SPECIES PRESEIST

(Roper-Lindsay 1991)

Important species:

. The Ashburton River supporE a high number of bi¡d species,. ttp.:i*{ T i"
upf.t ieaches, where thêie is *ouJ¡¡.nt berween lakes and river. Wrybill are
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presenr in low numb€rs, alon-s with black-f¡onted tern, black-billed -eull and black-

fronted dotterel.

. Rare and unusual plants have been identified from areas on the Ashburton and is
ributaries by the Department of Conserva¡ion PN.A surveys'

' It has a valuable uout and salmon f,rshery.

. Popularion of the rare Canrerbury mudfish in the Hinds drainage system (Main,

pers com)

Important habitats:

AIi native vegetation, (forest reÍnnants, riverbed, salt wate¡ habitas), riffles and poois

in botir rivers, gorges.

Important sites:

There are a number of prorecred areas in the Ashbunon and Hinds'catchments, the

largest being in the þft Hun and ìvft Somers areas.

The Procected Naru¡al A¡eas survey of rhe Mt Hutt Ecoiogicai ?istrict encompasse.d.

only pan of the Ashbr:¡ton catchménq but idenrified a number of sites associated with
the river rvfúch are wonhy of protection.

In particular they emphasise the significance of rvetiands in the a¡ea. The V/ildlife
Sei¡ice rated the Astìbunon Riveias outstandÌ.ns, and the mouth as moderaf¿ value

for wild[fe in its survey.

Sites associated with the Ngai Tahu have been described at the Ashburton and Hi¡ds
river mouúrs (inc ovens) and in rhe Blondin Ss'eam (¡ock shelters).

S i gnifican t ecological ti mes:

. Salmon move up from sea to spawning gounds.ìn s'ibuÊIies - Jan through
. *A.pril; spawning and i¡cubaring juvenü s - April through August.

' Brown trour move up from coasul v/aters to spawning grounds-- Feb through
April; sparvning and incubaring juveniles (upper reaches) - April through
August.

. Rive¡bed buds nesring and rearing young - September through February.

. Whitebait spawning (ridal/freshwater boundary) and carried to sea - February
through lläy; moiè from sea n freshwater - .{ugtst through November.

' 'Wading birds ovenvinter at rivermouths/ lagoons - June through August.

1.4 Rel.rtlONSHIPS (Lnvx-1Ce) IVITH Orupn H.{BITÅTS/SvSrBivlS

2. HU}IAN USES AND VALUES

2.I REI.+TIONSHIP OF ìVIrOzu ANO THEN CULTUNE.å"\D TRADITIONS

2.2 AivrENrrY V.*ue
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, Mosr popular activiries: barbequeing and swimminS, a¡¿ then camping and fishi¡-e'
- Followed in order by skäng, kãyaking, saüin-e, surfing, and model boating (CRC

1991).

. Biological -rrowths in summer/autumn make the river below the Ashburton

oxidation pond aesthetically poor (Dons and Stringer 1992)

Boating (Ega¡r and Egarr 1981)

Ashburton Upper Gorge

. Experiencedcanoeists

Scenic Values: Impressive

Recreational Values: Low

Upper Ashburton River

. Canoein-e, rafting

Scenic Value: Picturesque

Recreation al Value : Intermediate

Lower Ashburton River

Scenic Value: Moderate

Recreational Vaiue: Low

Ashburton River - North Branch

Scenic Value: Moderate

Recreational Value: Insi gnificant

2.3 Our-Op-STREAM-UsÅcE

(Dons and Strin-eer 1992)

. llunicipal and n¡al water supplies

. Stockwater supplies

' Irri,sarion - surface and groundrvater

. 'Woolscouring uses

. Salmon fanning

. Timber milin-s

. Quarry rvorks

. Urban v/ater exuaction - Ashburton, Ti¡wald - domestic, colrlmercial and

inciustrial water
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2.4 DrcCs.rnCes

(Dons and Stringer 1992)

Point Sources

To'Water

. Oxidation Pond effluent

' Woolscou¡ ¡insewater

. Dairy

Shingle washing waste discharges (Crums Construcrion)

Discharges from fisheries operations

Dischar,ees from recreationai lakes and ornamental ponds

Truck washing water (Burnetts Transport)

To Land

Feedlot effluent

Woolscour heavy liquor discharge (Ashbunon Woolscour)

Oxidation pond effluenr (Ashbunon Disnict)

ìvleaworks effiuent

Septic tank discharges to -eround

Pig-eery discharge

Dairy

Non-point Sources

. Runoff from land and roading

. Agriculrural chemical spray drift

' Leachate f¡om lancl and offal Pia

3. SIGNIFICANCE IN CANTERBURY

1. SENSITIVITIES/THREATSTOSUSTANABILITY

(Dons and Sringer I992)

. Doubts about susrainability of oxidation pond, truck washi¡g facility, and crums

contractins shingle washing plant - water quaiiry degradation

.Algalgrowthsresultingfromcontaminationa¡ederimennltothefishery

a

a

I

a

a

a
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. Nirates near coast caused by n:noff and groundwater seepa-qs

. pH level threatens fisheries at times

. Need suff,icient flow to keep the river mou¡h open - for fish passa-se to the river
system, recreational fishing oppomrniries and for the prevention of flooding and
subsequent erosion of coastal cliffs

(Roper-Lindsay 1991)

. Agnculnue - pollution, trampling in valuable habiras, drainage of wetlands, loss of
diversiry

. I¡rigation - disruption of natural flow patæms

. River works - Ioss of habitat in drains and on banks
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ASHBURTON RIVERMOUTH

1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

1.1 PHYSICEICH¡.R¡,CTERISTICS

(Deputy Di¡ector General of Conservadon, 1993)

A moderate ro small, unstable braided rivermouth, lagoon and delta system behind a

shingle barrier. Lagoon runs parallel to the coast for over a kilomeue, ending behind a

_øavel beach. Mouth sometimes closed with low flows in summer.

1.2 NrrUReL CH.c,R,\C'rER, NÅTUR{L Fr¡.rUneS AXo LTNOSC.{PE VelUr

1.3 HrNN¡,T TYPE ANO SPECIES PRESENT

@eputy Di¡ector General of Conservation, 1993)

. Ar least 50 species of bi¡d, including 26 rvedand species have been recorded at the

rivermouth.

. Threarened birds using habiuc include: li¡de biack shag [R(South Island)], -eolden
plover [R(NZ)], banded dotierel [V(?)En(NZ)], wrybill [V/St(C),En(NZ)], black-

fronteddotrerel[v(c)],black-frontedtemlvisc(c),En(NZ)]'andcaspiantern
tT(NZ)l (O'Donnell and lvloore, 1983; SSWI, 1983).

. lmporanr roostin-e and feeding area for rvading bi¡ds, including white-faced heron.

Sourh island pied oysrercarcher. pied srür. plus various a¡ctic migrants inciuding

lon,e billed curlew [R(NZ)], eas¡ern bar-ailed -eodwit, knot, nrrnstone, and

pectoral sandpiper. Also imponant for -sulls, sha-es, and rvaterfowl spp (SS\11-

1983; O'Donneli and lvfoore, 1983).

. Rivermouth ecosystem is of regional significance for bi¡d habimr

. Of re-eional signif,rcance for ics fish habiar - 13 species of indigenous fish inha'oidng

the lagoonal backwater or relying on the areas as a link berween ma¡ine and

f¡eshwater habitaS. Species of importance: iamprey (Georrta awrralís)

[VÆ n(NZ) ], ko aro (G a t arí as b r m* ip i nni s) [VÆ nNZ)], blue--eilied bully
(Gobtomorphus hubbsi) tvÆn(Nz)1, eels, lorrenü-tsh, inanga, and flounder. (can

we frnd all scientific names'? - lvlain)

1.4 Ret..rrloNsHips (Lnvrc,r.cr) WrrH Orusn H.r.¡rrrrs/SvsT Bus

2. HUìVIAN USES AND VA.TUES

2.I RPI¡,IIONSHIP OF ÌVIrOzu AXO THETR CUTTUNE AXO TR¡OITIONS

2.2 AivreNrry Vrl,ue
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APPENDIX 2

AMENITY VALUES OF THE ASHBURTON RIVER
(from New Zealand Recreational Biver Survey, Egarr and Egarr, 1981b)
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134.0 ASHBURTON RIVER 688000
Location¡ The Ashburton River flows south-westwards from its
origins between the Winterslow and Moorhouse Range,s- in,the
Southern Alps in two main branches, of which the South
Branch is the main stream. They flow out over the Canterbury
Plains belore joining a short distance above Ashburton and
then flowing to the sea. The South Branch flows through two
gorges ol which the second is little more than a shallow valley;
the upper gorge offers the only real white water and is highly
thought ol by experienced canoeists, but is only of usable size

once or twice a year. The river has been cohsidered in four
sections.

T34.1 ASHBURTON UPPER GORGE
Location: The South Branch of the Ashburton River originates
on the Ashburton Glacier in the Arrowsmith Range. lt nows
down a valley between the Wild Mans Brother Range and Big
Hill Range, west of Lake Heron then into a narrow gorge below
the Boundary Creek confluence and out onto open country
near Hakatere.
Section end location: NZMSI, S8l/ó70530
Maps: NZMSlS, Sheet 20 Mount Cook; NZMSI, Sheet S72

Godley; S73 Lake Heron; S8l Mount Somers.
Length: 27km.
Average gradient: l:40 25m/km (Gorge).

Recreational use and scenic descriptionl In the upper valley,
above the gorge, the river is very small and shallow, flowing
over a shingle bed in tussock country. The river needs spring
llow when the snow is melting to become of sufficient size for
boating. The river suddenly passes into the gorge between rug-
ged rock walls. One rapid lies beneath a huge chock-stone
wedged in the gðrge walls above the river. The gorge is some

5km in length and is particularly boisterous, depending upon
water flows. Only very experienced canoeists should contem-
plate using the gorge although it may be possible to get a very
small raft through, or to float down on a lilo or tyre - how-
ever, the spring flow is particularly cold. The river has not seen

much activity other than by canoeists.

Scenic value: Impressive.
Recreational value: Low.

, 134.2 UPPER ASHBURTON RIVER
Location: From the foot of the Upper Ashburton Corge the
river collects water from numerous small tributaries in a large,
tussock-covered basin before moving off through a narrow,
shallow valley to the Canterbury Plains. The valley is often re-
ferred to as the Ashburton Gorge although it is not really a
gorge rn nature.
Seclion end locafion: NZMSI, 58t/868376
Maps: NZMSlS, Sheet 20 Mount Cook; NZMSI, Sheet S8l
Mount Somers.
Length: 29km.
Average gradient: l:105 9.5mlkm.

Recreational use and scenic description: The Upper Ashburton
River is confined between low stone and gravel banks and
flanked by small willows. Because the river is so confined and
does not flow over a wide shingle bed in a braided fashion, as it
does lower downsiream, it is this section of the river that offers
a more feasible recreational trip. There are no big rapíds but
the river flows swiftly over the stones, creating small, white-
topped waves that the less experienced canoeists and rafters
tend to enjoy. The river is at its best in spring.
From the foot of the Upper Ashburton Gorge the river flows
out onto a wide, tussock basin in ashallow bed. 9km lowerthe
river becomes more confined as the hílls narrow the valley
down, although there is a wide margin of flat land on either
side of the river. The so-called Ashburton Gorge begins at a
small rock bluff known as Blowing Point. The gorge is no more
than a valley between well-rounded, tussock-covered hills be-
tween the upper basin and the Canterbury Plains. The river
flows quietly but swiftly over coarse shingle and stones. It
gradually widens as it leaves the hills and becomes braided with
no more than two channels, and meanders a little.
The river is normally not of sufficient size for jet boating, tend-
ing to be narrow so that there is little scope for running the
shallow spots from a deep channel as found on the wider rivers.
With high flows, however, it is this secrion of the river which
first attains jet boatable size. The river could be rafted, drift
boated and liloed as well as canoed and these activities ímprove
with higher flows.

Scenic value: Picturesque,
Recreational value: Intermediate.

134.3 LOWER ASHBURTON RIVER
Location: From the point where the Ashburton (South Branch)
flows from the hills, near Cavendish, down to the sea, the
volume of water gradually decreases, the bed width increases
and the channel meanders over a shallow shingle bed.
River mouth location: NZMSI, 3103/265932
Maps: NZMSIS, Sheet 20 Mounr Cook; Sheer 2l Christ-
church; NZMSI, Sheet S8l Mount Somers; S82 Methven; S92
Ashburton; Sl03 Hinds.
Length: 64km.
Average gradient: l:150 6.7m/km.

Recreational use and scenic description: From Cavendish, the
Ashburton River (South Branch) becomes more braided,
wider, shallower and has a decrease in water flow as a greater
percentage seeps into the river bed shingle. Stopbanks may be
encountered along the right bank above the Ashburton Bridge
but these do not cause problems to river users when the river is

high enough to be canoed, unlike the willows which hang over
the river and may hamper navígation with their drooping and
occasional broken branches.
There are no rapids in the river. The North Branch adds some
flow to make the Ashburton canoeable down to the sea in all
but low summer flows. There are some swimming holes, too.

Scenic value: Moderate.
Recreational value: Low.



T34.4 ASHBURTON RIVER - 688010

NORTH BRANCH
Location: The Norjh Branch of the Ashburton River flows

north of the Winterslow Range from the Old Man Range' It is a

shorter and smaller stream than the South Branch'
River confluence location: NZMSI, 592/195136

Maps: NZMSI8, Sheet 20 Mount Cook; Sheet 21 Christ-

church; NZMSl, Sheet S8l Mount Somers; S82 Methven; S92

Ashburton.
Length: 55km.
Average gradient: l:190 5.3mlkm'

Recreational use and scenic description: The North Branch is

generatly too small in terms pf water volume to provide a rec-

ieational facility. The river flows onto the Canterbury Plains at

the foot of Mount Hutt and f¡om this point it usually disap-

pears into the river bed shingle except in spring or after heavy

iain. A great deal of scrub, including broom and gorse' grows

in the riier bed with willows particularly thick below the main

road (S.H. 72). It is similar to, but smaller than, the lower

region of the South Branch'

Scenic value: Moderate.
Recreational value: lnsignificant.

134.5 TRIBUTARIES OF THE
ASHBURTON

The main tributaries of the South Branch of the Ashburton are

the Stour, Bowyers and Taylor Streams. All flow from the

north and join the South Branch on its left bank, the Stour be-

low the gorge while the other two join just above the con-

fluence of the North and South Branches at Ashburton'
The Stour carries only a small volume of water and is very stony

with a few small willows atong the banks' It never attains suffi-
cient depth to be boated or canoed although a few small swim-

ming pools have been dug into the shingle bed- lt flows very

boatable size and is lined with thick willows'
Pudding Hill Stream is the largest of the North Branch's trib-
utaries ánd is generally dry, carrying run-off after rain and is

not used for recreation.

Scenic value: Uninspiring.
Recreational valuel Insignificant.
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APPENDIX 3

HYDROLOGICAL REGIME OF THE ASHBURTON RIVER
(data analyses by Tony Gray, Environment Canterbury)
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Table 1. A. Monthly mean flows, South Ashburton at Mt Somers

Source is O: \arctid\68806.mtd
Monthly means 1967 to 2001.

Flow I/s

site 68806 Sth Ashburton at Mt Somers

Year Jan

L967 ?

1968 10586
L969 10650

't_97 0 99 43
797]- 8l_ 6 0
1912 ?

L973 ?
1-97 4 ?

L975 ?
L97 6 901,7
1,97 7 20507
1978 7817
L979 8534

l-9 8 0 14].28
1981 79s0
L982 7376
1983 9808
1984 ]-2255

1985 72265
r_986 978r_
L987 98'J_6
1988 ?

1989 8572

1990 9536
199r. 796t
7992 8050
1993 8887
1994 1.9216

r_9 9 5 10428

Feb Mar Apr May ,fun

7450 s648
L537 4 1,258I
67]-0 5854

4001 6053
5292 1011_ 0

11r_3r_ ?

5811 7153
7 595 821,0

1-1_L20 9620
5697 1271,

??
13284 1,0427

??

t_0049 16232
7310 1,3679
5390 7144

Lt491, r0728
6593 591_3

4310 4930
7295 t4498

L0622 74779
??

6255 L1,79L

? 5625
??

423L ?

10753 14878
1920 10599

99L2 1.1,902

Jul Aug

97]-7 t_0563
L2042 L4404
5301 487L

??
??
? 9538

4226 ?

??

99t-1 1,6782
73I9 6491
941,4 6828

1_3 9 69 21265
? 1-3229

8435 13684
9805 9482
5359 6638

20778 t_5355
l_r_566 12431,

6 01_ 0 1,1,211,
14865 29397
9294 9316
9259 10825
7494 5749

6140 L3020
??

7'16L 21606
8653 5974

1_427 8 1,6243

9892 10533

Sep Oct

8521 8593
1"5425 21,980
L247 6 61.75

39630 1,9223
8926 ]-7852

11505 2]-694
? 9497
? L9328

17858 L6852
l-1413 13488

??
??

r7392 20524

19344 1,47 68
10088 14158

9 03 7 1,4026
L6647 32031
9061 ?

]-9734 9488
L9793 24659
8228 1,27 7I

L4924 1-8257
5784 8997

9808 19867
1.5290 L26t2
13375 2L509
8482 L0323

t7 332 1.8297

27797 25522

Nov Dec

??
Lt320 13091
7452 6t_88

773]- 8292
4577 3876

??
? 3959
? 7544

??
9088 51 45

10790 6896
5625 4341,
735L 9773

1670ö
52 01

s800
47 03
618 6
4600

L9t27

1_1_942

473]
5970

L691 4
1_0445

81s6 9]-32 135s5
6457 8998 6958

? 5042 4858
6sr_6 s956 8333

L4206 l_0600 6894

6913 5373 4879
Lt484 18684 9004
881L 22881, 11,827

???
8393 7293 ?

???
9021 5299 ?
5375 4732 3857
1382 687 4 7800

? ? 8824

26928 18604
L6258 L3842
6002 L0924

11605 8432
1_2236 9567
14035 ?

13 310 151,3
l_6034 9410

1531_4 r_0346
? 16868
? 7879

L6634 13655
20629 20503

1,9 s7 2 r_ 19 16
r0723 10145
28990 L4401
22537 201.89
14085 78476

8829 1,3982
13397 9993
11110 9097
L3925 ?

7268 11490

1L024 10568
1,2079 9334
15919 1,1467
9253 1,4915

31378 ?

1-3297 18041

Mean

11995?
L447 6

7 315

]-2065?
8563?

12377?
6992?

L2445?

]-3299?
8838?
9758?

12443?
L433I?

13233
9664
9810?

1_5055
111_ 05 ?

9004
15280
11570
]-3425?

8039 ?

]-072L?
1,0222?
L07 45?

9 531
1_6001?

136727043 7267 11389



1_99 6 1.0467 1L247 ]-047 6
7997 ? 1,2065 t_0550
1_998 't425 5853 ?
1999 6381 5336 6r_9 0

2000 rr225 8L76
2 001_ 7 89 0 5628

Min. 6381 4577
MearÌ 1-0158 8L92
Max. 20507 L4206

The Min Mean

End of process



Table 1. B. Monthly mean flows, North Ashbufton at Old Weir'

Source is o:\ArcTid\68810.mtd
Monthly means 1982 Lo 20Ol site 6881-0 North Ash-burton at OId üIeir

,fun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

6817????3238517465
9629 13851 9057 73782 301-00 13405 77336

????l_1_06572540L1864

5 3 84 687 2 1,0416 1,3562 77 62 ? ?
? ? 27032 ? 28442 191_39 8138

14389 5757 6784 6282 L2332 7776 7040
569295589645????

12308 4637 ? 5350 L0262 5501 920t

5248 ? 1,7 41,4 L0662 25694 1-0980 6408
4253 ? 14433 t-0633 10108 71,602 8434
2465 8820 ? ? 19403 221,61 ]-1677

11683 ? 3660 7212 1_3352 9252 17985
8363 10688 71496 L2566 1t_836 ? ?

8800 5675 7s1,6 l_9785 ? t_0134 91,77
756]. 7551, 7237 13033 19870 9292 7087
44888884???66865692
4447 70768 10368 ? 15303 ? 4630
981_i. ? 7037 7538 L0295 ? 7623

1_2872 8319 8054 21,521 1-5374 7988 6791
22222)2

Flow I/s

Year Jan Feb

L982 ? ?
1983 6652 4243
19 84 I89 7 1,4034

1985 6454 373L
1986 5425 9825
1,987 4086 6468
1988 5183 4275
1989 4947 5113

1990 6803 4234
l_9 91 5203 6527
1992 ? 2853
t_993 6l_03 5040
7994 9545 6024

r_995 ? ?
1-996 6L47 6668
1,997 91,37 11.7 20
1998 3596 2677
1,999 2965 31_39

2000 8757 ?
200L 4130 2672

Mar Apr May

???
2994 5643 1,077I

1s832 ? ?

2969 2669 3038
15382 7807 6248
19919 8039 8965
3325 2844 s748
3773 3382 4092

3582 2960 9384
41,87 4738 1382
267 0 231.3 3226
37 29 5471, 7 804

15099 6040 6015

3841 7627 7971
6807 14629 r_011-6
7499 7826 5219
5759 4635 391_t_
4032 ? 4103

6957 t_4885 7258
2226 1956 ?

Mean

l_6830?
LL524
!2353?

6302?
13533 ?

9001_
5808?
6238?

9467?
7969?
8427?
8333?
98]-2?

8908?
9666
7427?
6662?
6300?

L07 56?
2t 55?

9001
10064
Lt524

Min. 2965 2672 2226 1-956 3038 2465 4637 3660 5350 7762 5501 4630
Mean 6119 5838 6873 6086 6545 7895 8448 ]-0296 11833 16080 72770 9405
Max. 9545 L4034 1,9919 14885 1,0178 l-4389 13851 2L032 2L527 30100 32385 17985

The Min Mean and Max of Annual means are for complete years only.

End of process



Table 2. A. Flow extremes, South Ashburton at Mt Somers

--- NfwA Tideda --- Environmènt Canterbury 8-,TUN-2001
--- PEXTREME ---
Source is o:\arcrid\68806.mtd Site 68806 Sth Àshburton at Mt somers
From 670427 l-01000 to 101-0501- 134500
Interval =
Rating applied
!'low mJ / s

0

Coeff.
of Var. MinimumYear

* 1-9 67
1968
L969

*t_970
*1-971
*r972
*]-97 3
*L9'7 4
*7975
*r97 6
*r977
*1_978
*]-97 9

t-980
19 8r_

*]-982
r_9 83

* 1_9 84
19 85
r_9 86
L987

*1988
* t_9 89
*l_990
*t_991
*1-992

t_993
*L99 4
1995
1996

*]-997
*1998
*1999
*2000
*2001

Mean

1,2.036
1,4 .47 6
7 .3L49
Lt.827
8.21]-7
10.803
6.1725
t2 .47 4
12.798
8.9880
9 .3685
13.891
1-4.499
13.233
9.6644
9.6290
r_5.0s6
1r_.085
9.0042
15.280
1_1-.570
l-L.71 6
7.8439
10.5r_0
9.6340
10.171_
9.5305
15.708
13 .6L2
L3.243
10.4r-6
9.8768
I .4]-82
16.383
5 .4020

1.08
0.44
0.s8
1.18
0 .59
0.70
0.57
0.64
0.38
0 .49
0.61
0.92
0.78
0 .51
0 .41
0.99
0.78
0.68
u. /9
0.95
0.56
0.48
0.48
0.70
0.69
0.81
0 .61
0.78
0.63
0.46
0 .47
0.58
0 .42
0 .82
0.34

i iuto
s.6860
3.6790
2 .67 80
2.8840
3 .7180
2.8740
3 .7 430
4.9590
4.0500
4.8230
3.0230
4.0630
6.07L0
4.2540
3.8740
5. r_810
5 .237 0
3.6390
5.0150
5.94L0
5.5550
3 .5330
3.8010
3.2Lr0
3.3370
5.2850
6.2520
4.5130
6.6550
4.9r_60
3.9080
3 .7 690
4.5080
3 .4220

5.0835

Maximum

L52.23
97 .681,
58.291-
180.84
34.688
l_08.11
43.088
9l .204
45.822
47 .7 47
60 .7 54
281.43
r_78.09
81.1_86
59 .019
97.438
L44.15
r_04.03
!22.73
309.09
9r_.000
57 .247
42. Zr I
1r-1 .9 0
80.16L
88.75r_
124 -98
184 . 08
92.L64
6l .90L
63.807
46.105
30.796
L52 .44
L2.t48

11_3 .42

Date

610701, 83350
680408 r-7s80r_
690826 8225L
700521 236]-6
710322 60420
720405 1301r_0
730420 40942
740309 233450
7s0709 101917
760626 62424
77 041,8 230730
780322 212105
790505 L0347
800224 32606
81.0529 43037
82062]- 153000
830305 1_73000
840624 12L500
850417 r_13000
860516 233000
870930 81500
88071-0 103000
890429 180000
900120 1l_4500
9L071,6 94500
920605 170000
930903 44500
94051,9 131500
95031_0 40000
960402 213000
970'708 113000
980523 4r_500
990224 2r_3000

1000313 53000
1010430 184500

Maximum

at 70052L 236t6
at 86081-1 l-21500

Date

671-L27 235850
6803 09 449 40
6909 08 222924
1009 t7 2441"0
770607 1031"29
72051,6 L90346
737704 85305
7 4041_6 235000
750920 53018
7 6L206 13339
7701L8 152833
780420 L62405
790506 132607
80061_1 6LL28
810603 40859
82]-11,9 915 0 0
83L022 4500
841_1,24 724500
8s09 05 20000
860811 ]-2]_500
87 031-2 315 0 0
880913 r-54500
89L228 123000
90101_4 4500
910817 60000
920809 41500
93L223 161500
94031_9 ]-74500
95L21-3 203000
961-002 23000
91071-0 70000
980723 r_3000
991"023 200000

1000909 204500
101_0101 11500

(complete yrs)

| * | denotes years with gaps in the data or incomplete years
Coeff . of Var. - sd,/mean

Average À,nnuaI Minimum

Minimum is
Maximum is
Mean is
Std. Dev. is
Coeff. of Var. is

End of process

2.67800
309.089
11,.2697
8.69452

0.171,



Table 2. B. Flow extremes, North Ashbu¡ton at Old Weir.

--- NIWA Tideda --- Environment Canterbury
--- PEXTREME ---
Source is O:\erctid\688L0.mtd Site 6881-0 North Ashburton
From 820506 140400 to 1010501 110000
fnterval - 0

.B'J-OIú¡ mJ / S

Coeff.
Mean of Var.

8-.ruN-2001_

at Old Vüeir

Year Minimum

2.1,380
2.0440
4 .4960
2.0890
3.2990
3.0740
2 .4240
2.52L0
2.2L40
3.7270
I.94]0
2.7720
3 .1340
2 .6340
4.3290
3.1_940
2.0550
2 .01.40
2.8500
t.7360

3.]-490

Date Maximum

767.22
199.09
t_31.18
t_23.38
237 .59
205.2t
225 .7 6

i_36.54
253.30
15L.6r_
158.54
27I .38
302 .33
r.06.68
1,27 .20
r_50.63
52.1-53
92.97L
L7 0 .92
6.2995

77 7 .1-7

*t982 !L.773
19 83 tL .524

*]-984 11_.505
*t_985 6.7688
*1986 73.481
1,987 9.0007

*t_988 6.3765
*1989 6.0400
*1990 9.31_56
*1991_ 7.6842
*L992 9.1370
*1993 8.0540
*]-994 10.331
*1995 9.2153
1996 9.6664

*1997 8.0316
*t_998 6.8902
*t_999 6.74]-6
*2000 1-0.448
*2001 2.7520

t.25
1.22
0.98
0 .99
1.10
1.25
1- .84
0.97
1.47
0.89
1.25
1, .43
r.34
0.72
0 .67
0.93
0.77
0.80
1_.08
0.34

82062L
830324
840929
8s 05 r-4
8602L2
87 0tL7
880426
89L2t3
900420
9107L4
920506
930829
94051_8
950309
96040r_
97 0 407
9802t6
990308

1000816
1-01_0 428

35643
173000

14500
90000

221,500
180000
1_80000
234500
782442
113000
21,1_500
113000
173000
210000
r_90000
744500
183000
213000
17L500
194500

Date

821L1,9 5442L
831021 231500
8402L2 74500
850819 90000
860313 73000
870304 1_1500
88091_3 1l_3000
890608 53000
901_013 213000
91-0817 50000
920809 21s00
93L223 44500
940319 2LL500
9509 02 43000
96r_001_ 233000
970205 224500
980916 ]-24500
990615 r_80000

r_000909 163000
100123r_ 240000

(complete yrs)Average Annual Minimum

t * t denotes years with gaps
Coeff . of Var. = sd,/mean

in the data or incomplete years

aL 101,0428 194500
ar 94031_9 2t_1500

Maximum

Minimum is
Maximum is
Mean is
Std. Dev. is
Coeff. of Var. is

End of process

1.73600
302.329
8.84045
r0.4945

r.t9



Table 3. A. Monthly 7-day low flows, South Ashbufion at Mt Somers

I

I

_ !.11 -
611
8.61 1

-sr[- - 8.1

56
12. 13.3
1

5.2
7.6

S¡re 68806 Sth

AprMar

6

8.1 7.5 12.
5.1 4-5

3.9
5.4

6.2 6.5 3.4
3.3.4 3.4

4.74.8 4.3
5.2oo

9.9
9.0
4.5

1974 4 6.2
19751 6.8 8.1 7.1
1976 6.9 7. 5.0 4.7rsñl 1s-o 9. 6.0 | !.
1 978 5.4 6.91 8.19781 6.7
19791 6.7 6.1 7.0

10lgeol -r0s- 6 8.sL_ _1q1981 6.9 5. 111 _e.
5.3
7.8

4.
5.

44 _ 4.1
7.

9.5
8.8

9. 6.0
ti 4.'l 4 4.3

7.4 6. 6.5 1

7 12.3 7,-8-L - 11.9
,.J

4.el 4 8.3
4.4

7. 4.7 4.7 4.1
5. ot 3.4
6. 6.7

7.4
6.7 10.8

7.98.4
5 6.9

12.2
7.4 7.5

10.4B. 10
8.4 6.6 6.1

4.1
74

6-1

4.4
5.1 9.5 8.1

75
93

4.8
12.1

4. 7.s _ - lq.ll_
6. B. 16.1 .l

4. 3.5 3.7

6.6.1
3.3

12.2

8.6
4.1

r 0.81 9.5
34

4

26. 1 1.0 15.6

12.O

5.21 5.6-zt.al 1as

10.0 t 8.4

---z5l 6.5

11.3
7.1

7.7
5.2

13.5

8.5
5.6
7_ß

8.7

7.3

6.2
5.1

5.9
3.4

1 993
1 994
1 995
1 996
1 997
1 998
1 999
2000

Mean



Table 3. B. Monthly 7-day low flows, Norlh Ashburton at Old Weir.
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Table 4. Flow statistics for natural and recorded time series data (from Horrell, 2OO1).

flows All flows in cumeqs m3 s-1
Numbers unbolded are recorded llows
7 day mean annual low flow (TDMALF)

Nalural period 71511982 - 1t1t2oo0 fs the constructed naturar time series

Fow sites

Soulh Ashburton at Ml Somers

South Ashburton at Valeila

Taylors Stream

at South Ashburton
confluence

South Ashburton at

Nth confluence

North Branch at Old We¡r

Norlh Ashburton at
Slh confluence

North Branch at Digbys Bge

Ashburton at SH1

O'Shea and Snowdon

Mt Hard¡ng Stream

Lagmhor Creek

Pudd¡ng H¡ll above

ADG inlake

Recorded

period

2AÃn967 - 1t1t2000

21nh995 - 1/1t2000

615t1982 - 111t2000

2116t1996 - 1t1/2000

Natural

period

28t4t1967 - 1t'v2o00

7t5119A2 - 1t1t20o0

715t1982 - 1t1t2000

7t5ñ9A2 -'U1t2000

6/5/1 982 - 1/1 /2000

7t5t19A2 - 1/1/2000

7tst1982 - lt1t2000

7t5t19A2 - 1t7t2000

27t5t1964 - 1t1r2000

Mean

flow

1 1.16

7.48

10.s2

4.05

20.59

8-86

7.98

7.39

16.7

30.05

't.1 9

1.000 er

0.2 est

1-27

Median

flow

9.09

4.6

8.59

2.9

16.76

6.54

5.57

5.03

12.41

23.48

0.88

TDMALF

4.65

0.89

4.48

1.05

9.72

3.02

3.69

3.18

3.88

14.2s

o_M

January

9.95

4.Q4

s.44

2.29

17.08

6.02

5.3

4.76

9.65

23.55

0.78

February

8,36

6J4
-8.09

2.43

15.57

5.88

5.83

5.28

9.89

22.53

0.82

Monlh ly Mean

15.35

s.72

5.49

4.88

7.34

21.53

1 .1'l

Flows

May

8.19

7.4

7.59

2.55

15.13

6.5

5.65

5.1

10.55

21_A7

1.11

June

9.38

7.03

8.r18

3.23

17.06

7.64

6.75

6.18

13.48

25.06

1.33

July

9.58

11.27

8.94

3.5s

1A.02

7.76

5.86

6.3

24-47

26.18

r.63

August

12.O7

9.96

12.33

5.32

24.39

9.42

9.6

7.9

21.82

32.94

1.n

September

14.32

10.89

12.51

4.89

24.22

10.79

8.91

8.31

17.87

34.83

1.75

Oclober

16_5

15.88

16.85

8-35

33.72

15.82

14.92

14.21

27-61

51.11

1.Ê3

November

14.78

5.18

12.73

5.82

25.51

12.41

10.85

10.22

22.41

38.24

1.19

December

12.25

4.87

11.91

4.23

22.53

9.66

8.25

7.66

10.7

32.37

1

Numbers in bold are natural
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Table 5. Estimates of selected statistics for flowsnatural and flows under the currênt

Location

Estimated
Estimated modified

natural mean mean flow
flow(Us) (l/s)

ESIlmaleo hstrmaled
natural mean modified

flow, mean flow,
November November

(us) (l/s)

ESüma¡eo
Estimated mod¡fied 7-

natural 7-day day mean
mean annual annual low
low flow (l/s) flow (Us)

Med¡an Total mediar
Measured measured abstraction

abstract¡on abstraction upstream
range (l/s) (l/s) (Us)

South Branch, Mt Somers

ADC Lincoln Race
Rangitata Diversion Race

Misc other abstractions
South Branch, Valetta

Misc abstraction
Taylors Stream at confluence with South Branch

Greenstreet I rrigation Scheme
Misc abstraction

South Branch at confluence with North Branch

North Branch at Old Weir

Pudding Hill
Pudding Hill Stream at confluence with North Branch

Methven Auxiliary
Greenstreet lrrigation Scheme

Winchmore Main
Misc abstractions

North Branch at confluence with South Branch

Misc abstractions
Ashburton at SHi

11 160 111

10520 571

4050 3795

60

20590

8860

1270

1 9701

8860

883

7980 4558

30050 20639

14780 14780

12730

5820

25510

12410

1190

1 0860

38240

7920

5565

24621

12410

803

28829

438

4650 4650

4480

1050

-330

795

3020

s720

3020

440

8831

53

3690

14230

268

481 9

1110-1348
574-5968

145-1 108

o-497

217-540

937-1514
gain 84-916
100-533

'1243

3310
257

4810

255
255

265
624

5954

387
387

1193
596
294
952

3422

35
9411
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Figure 1. Flow hydrographs (1992-2000) for South Branch at Mt Somers, North Branch at Old Weir,
and Ashburton River at SH1.
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Figure 3. A. Flow duration curve for South Branch at Mt Somers.

Source is O:\ÀrcTid\68806.mtd Site 68806 Sth Ashburton at
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Figure 3. B. Flow duration curve for North Branch at Old Weir.
8-,JUN-2001
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APPENDIX 4

WATER QUALITY DATA SUMMARY, ASHBURTON RIVER
(data analysls by Shirley Hayward, Environment Canterbury)
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Summary of water quality data for 6 sites on the Ashburton River
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APPENDIX 5

INSTREAM FLOW CONDITIONS FOR RECREATION, AND EFFECTS OF FLOW
REGIME CHANGE

(from Ministry for the Environment, 1998, chapter 415)
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Activity Water surface width m, dePth m,
velociÇ ms'] requiriments

Preferred Sediment
R eq uirements

Preferred Other Requìrements

Minimum Maximum P re fe ræd

P add li ng/
wadíng D

5and and gravcl prc{erred
AlÇal or silL coating undcsirable
No debris, brctken glass etc.

t

Wdth, dzpÙ, anÀ velocrty 
^r"ni lot ranLÞngLn riuer gorges mutbe rcb.xed, when søtmrung øoss pools rr

exptdrcnt 'The ex¡atru lom of thrs dcruit) ri puck flrntìng, lm whích spot hydrauJrc critcna can hardJy be set
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APPENDIX 6

SUMMARY: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ELEMENTS OF NATURAL CHARACTER,
AMENITY VALUES AND FLOWS IN THE ASHBURTON RIVER
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Table 1. Relationship to flow regime of natural characteristics and amenity values in the Ashburton River, and their tlow
manaqement requirements

lnstream Value Relationship to flow regime Flow management requirements.
Specified flows are at the location

under discussion
Life-supporting capacity:
terrestrial plants on riverbed and
berms. (CRPS Chapter 9
Objective 1(b), RM Act, Section
5(2Xb), 7(d)).

Terrestrialvegetation is controlled principally by human agency
(exotic species introduction, river control work, etc) and by large
floods (occurring a few times a decade, at any time of year) able to
rework gravel surfaces on which vegetation has become established.

To prevent permanent establishment of
vegetation on the riverbed, maintain
frequency of large floods. (Current rates
of abstraction probably are insufficient to
significantly increase rates of vegetation
colonisation.)

Life-supporting capacity:
terrestrial animals on riverbed
and berms. (CRPS Chapter 9
Objective 'l(b), RM Act, Section
5(2Xb), 7(d)).

Presence of terrestrial animals is largely unrelated to flow regime.
Cover for feral animals is provided by terrestrial vegetation, which is
very dense in the woodlands bordering the river. ln the riverbed,
invasion of shrubby weed species occurs during long periods without
large floods, and feral animals may be favoured by this increase in
vegetation cover (see above).
Access of some small predatory animals (cats, hedgehogs) to the
riverbed may be increased at low flows, as side braids become
dewatered. The effect is greatest during natural low flows, that can
happen at any time of year, but this loss of braids at low flow
(estimated average loss of 1 braid per 10 m3/s reduction in flow) may
be less siqnificant than is often suqqested.

To prevent enhanced cover for terrestrial
animals, maintain frequency of large
floods (see above). ïo limit access of
animals to riverbed, maintain low flows
as high as possible. (The effect of flow
variation on predator access to bird
colonies is probably minor during the
critical period (August to
January/February) for vulnerable nesting
birds, which commonly coincides with
high base flows: see below).

Life-strpporting capacity: birds.
(CRPS Chapter 9 Objective
1(b), RM Act, Section 5(2Xb),
7(d)).

Birds are affected by the large floods (at any time of year) that
provide clear gravelsurfaces for nesting and remove vegetation and
cover for predators (see above). They are affected directly by the
sequence of flows that occur during the nesting and breeding season
(August to January/February): freshes may destroy nests; low flows
may provide enhanced access to nests by predators (see above) and
reduced food-producing areas along side-braids and in main channel
riffles (see below: macroinvertebrates). Water quality in the
Ashburton is not a limiting factor on birdlife. Many other aspects of
the environment (river training, predation, availability of food on
neighbouring fafmland) have greater significance than flow regime,
as is evidenced by increasing riverbed populations of some bird
species.

To maintain clear gravel surfaces for
nesting and minimise cover for predators,
maintain frequency of large floods (see
above). To limit access of predators to
riverbed, maintain low flows as high as
possible. (The effect of flow variation on
predator access during the critical period
is probably minor). To optimise aquatic
food-production and feeding habitat,
maintain a flow of 2.5 m"/s at Wakanui
(main stem), and 3.5 m3/s at Valetta and
Olivers Road (middle and lower South
Branch) during the principal breeding
season (August to January/February).



Table 1. Relationship to flow regime of natural characteristics and amenity values in the Ashburton River, and their flow
management req uirements

lnstream Value Relationship to flow regime Flow management requirements.
Speclfied llows are at the location

under discussíon
Life-supporting capacity: aquatic
plants. (CRPS Chapter 9
Objective 1(b), RM Act, Section
5(2Xb), 7(d)).

The bioma y periphyton) in the
Ashburton f flood events 1>25 msis)
that remov rvening stable flows
during which periphyton is re unit area
increases exponentially with entially with
the duration of periods of sta at around 70
days. Species in the Rangitata are similar to those in other

v

To minimise nuisance growths of
periphyton, maintain the frequency and
magnitude of freshes >25 m'/s, and
minimise the introduction of nutrients to
the river.

Life-supporting capacity: aquatic
invertebrates. (CRPS Chapter 9
Objective 1(b), RM Act, Section
5(2Xb),7(d)).

The response to flow regime of aquatic ¡nvertebraæs in the
Ashburton is similar to that of periphyton (above). species are similar
to those in other Canterbury braided rivers with unstable flow
regimes. After rsity and biomass
increase with t nces by floods
have a tempor upstream sources
is rapid.

To maximise invertebrate biomass and
species diversity, reduce the frequency of
flood events > 25 mo/s, maximise the
duration of stable flows, particularly in the
range 3-5 m3/s, and maintain flow äbove
2m"/s. (Note that this would encourage
periphyton growth, which might be
unfavourable to some invertebrate
species).



Table 1. Relationship to flow regime of natural characteristics and amenity values in the Ashburton River, and their flow
manaqement requirements

lnstream Value Relationship to flow regime Flow management requ irements.
Specified flows are at the location

under drccusslon
Lífe-supporting capacity: fish.
(CRPS Chapter 9 Objective
1(b), RM Act, Section 5(2Xb),
7(d)).

Fish in the Ashburton respond to flow regime in a variety of ways,
and fish communities are resilient to the naturally unstable regime.
Usable habitat varies with flow in different ways for different species;
the minimum flow appears to be in the range 3-4.5 m'/s for several of
the species present. The actual number or biomass of fish present is
not directly related to flow or available habitat, however. Floods may
displace fish and reduce the number below what could be supported,
while low and declining flows may concentrate fish into dwindling
habitat at much higher densities than they would prefer. For
salmonids migrating upstream during November-March, a flow of >4-
6 m"/s is necessary lo enable entry at the river mouth, and 2-3 m3/s
to enable upstream passage. Prolonged low flows without freshes
may impede upstram movement. Water temperatures that are lethal
for salmonids are observed rarely in the Ashburton main channel.
Reducing flow theoretically will increase water temperature, but this
effect in practice is likely to be moderated by cool underflow, and
there is no evidence that fish have been harmed by elevated
temperatures.
Fish in the rivermouth lagoon probably are not materially affected by
hydrologic regime, since lagoon morphology is strongly controlled by
shoreline processes.
Fish in the spring{ed tributaries are affected significanfly by flow
abstraction and channelisation; use of the tributaries for spawning is
particularly dependent on maintenance of flows sufficient for passage
at critical (usually entry) points. lFlM analyses have been used to
show necessary minimum flows.

To maximise fish biomass, reduce the
frequency of floods large enough to
displace fish (especially juveniles), and
maintain low flows above:

. South Branch above Taylors Stream
confluence (Valelta Bridge): 3 m3/s
year-round

. South Branch above North Branch
confluence, to Taylors Stream
(Olivers Road): 4.5 mo/s year-round

. North Branch above South Branch
confluence (Digby's Bridge): 2.0 m3/s
year-round

. Main stem from North/South Branch
confluence to the sef (SH1): 5 m3/s
year-round and 6 m'/s during the
period Novem ber-February

. Other sites: as indicated in Table 4.4

The above flows take account of the
need to enable unhindered upstream
salmonid migration. Maintaíning the
frequency /size/duration of freshes during
November-March also would facilitate
upstream migration during naturally low
flows.
To minimise fish killdue to elevated
water temperatures, maintain low flows at
natural levels. (The impact of reducing
flow on temperature is likely to be
moderated by cool underflow, however).



Table 1. Relationship to flow regime of natural characteristics and amenity values in the Ashburton River, and their flow
manaqement requi rements

lnstream Value Relationship to flow regime Flow management requirements
Specified flows are at the location

under díscussíon
Sources of drinking water
(CRPS Chapter 9 Objective 1(a)

Use of Ashburton River water is not significantly affected by flow
regime, as abstraction rates at the three principal sites are
substantially less than flows under the natural and current modified
flow regime. The value of river water is constrained primarily by
baceriological water quality, which consistently does not .meet
drinking water standards. Water quality at abstraction points is
degraded by natural sources (e.9. river bed bird colonies) and non-
point sources (e.9. runoff from farmland).

Flows required to safeguard life-
supporting capacity for fish (see above)
would maintain sufficient flow to enable
abstraction. However, groundwater
provides a practicable, if more costly,
source.
To meet drinking water standards without
treatment, river water must meet the
standard of nil presence of faecal
coliform. This is not achievable in the
Ashburton.

Mahinga kai. (CRPS Chapter g

Objective 1(c), RM Act, Section
6(c) and 6(e)).

As for "life-supporting capacity: fish" and "life-supporting capacity:
birds". Further consultation with tangata whenua is required to define
relevant values in the Ashburton.

As for "life-supporting capacity: fish" and
:'life-supporting capacity: birds". Further
consultation with tangata whenua is
required to define their expectations of
the Ashburton.



Table 1. Relationship to flow regime of natural characteristics and amenity values in the Ashburton River, and their flow
manaqement requi rements

lnstream Value Relationship to flow regime Flow management requirements.
Specifíed flows are at the location

under discussion
Natural character. (CRPS
Chapter 9 Objective 1(e), RM
Act, Section 6(a)).

Overall, the natural character of the Ashburton (in terms of its
appearance) is created principally by geomorphic processes during
large floods, by natural ecological processes such as riparian
woodland succession and invasion of the river bed by weed species,
and several non-hydrological processes and phenomena (e.g.
vegetative r¡ver control work, channelisation and relocation of minor
tributaries, etc). (Several aspects of naturalcharacter are dealt with
under "life-supporting capacity".)
The low flow regime affects natural character, principally through
changes in the number and sizes of braids, riffles and pools, the
wetted area, the nature of the water surface, and aquatic habitat.
These are relatively insensitive to changes in flow, but alldo change
adversely as flow declines, side-braids (and, in particular, the North
Branch) are dewatered, and the riverbed increasingly appears as an
expanse of gravel. However, the considerable spatial variability
hinders even an expert onlooker from being able easily to observe
incremental (. -20-gOV" of the natural flow) changes.
The flow regime (annual pattern of flows, frequency/duration/
magnitude of flood events and low flow periods) contributes to
defining the character of the river, both directly and via other
attributes that are flow-related.

To maintain the overall appearance of
the river (braided, broad gravel-bed),
maintain the frequency and magnitude of
floods. To maintain the low flow
appearance of the river, particularly with
respect to the number of braids and
extent of wetted area, maintain the
naturalflow regime. To maintain the
hydrologic regime of the river, maintain
the annual pattern of flows and the
f requency/ duration/magnitude statistics
of flood events and low flow periods.
(Only deliberate modification of the flow
regime for this express purpose will
impact on large floods. ln practice, it is
difficult to discern the effect of
incremental (. -ZO-90/" of the natural
flow) discharge variatíons upon the
appearance of the river).
For other aspects of naturalcharacter,
see other values. Flows required to
safeguard the life-supporting capacity of
the river would preserve water-related
aspects of natural character.

Outstanding natural features
and landscapes. (CRPS
Chapter 9 Objective 1(f), RM
Act, Section 6(b)).

There are no outstanding naturalfeatures or landscapés in tl-re
Ashburton catchment whose character is flow-related.
The most distinctive river feature in the Ashburton is the river mouth
and lagoon area. The form and appearance of the mouth is largely
conditioned by the balance between high energy shoreline and fluvial

To maintain the river mouth ooen at all
times, maintain a low flow t 6 mt/s.



Table 1. Relationship to flow regime of natural characteristics and amenity values in the Ashburton River, and their flow
manaqement requi rements

lnstream Value Relationship to flow regime Flow management requirements.
Specitied flows are at the locatíon

under discussíon
Trout and salmon habitat.
(CRPS Chapter 9 Objective
1(q), RM Act. Section 7(h)).

As for "life-suppgrting capacity: fish" As for "life-supporting capacity: fish"

Amenity values: scenic quality.
(CRPS Chapter 9 Objective
1(h), RM Act, Section 7(c)).

The appearance of the Ashburton is conditioned largely by large
floods able to reform the river bed, and by non-hydrologicalfactors,
particularly vegetative river control. Water colour and turbidity are
aspects of visual quality that are noticed by laypersons and are flow-
related.
The low flow regime influences scenic quality in terms of such
variables as relative area of bare gravel and water, nature of the
water surface, and appearance of water movement. Changes in
these factors are difficult for laypersons to discern at the flows that
are observed by most visitors to the Ashburton, except in the case of
total dewaterinq of the North Branch.

To maintain scenic quality, maintain the
naturalflow regime and avoid any
activities that change the colour and
turbidity of the water. (Scenic quality is
unlikely to change to a noticeable extent
with foreseeable changes to low/ medium
flow regime.)

Amenity values : recreational
fisheries. (CRPS Chapter 9
Objective 1(h), RM Act, Section
7(c)).

For many aspects, as for "life-supporting capacity: fish". Angling
quality - in terms of the availability of sport fish - is influenced also
by river mouth closure, which occurs when flows fall below 4-6 m3/s;
and by spawning success, which is reduced when flows in channels
leading to the spawning areas decline to the point that passage
depths are inadequate (<0.25 m for salmon and < 0.15 m for trout).
Angling quality also is affected by fishability, which appears to be
reduced when flows decline to the point that most target fish take
refuge in pools with overhanging banks and/or trees and that are very
difficult to fish successfully. This aspect of fishability is due as much
or more to vegetative bank protection as to flow reqime.

As for "life-supporting capacity:fish". To
maintain availability of sea-run
salmonids, maintain flow above 6 m3/s to
keep the river mouth open, and maintain
flows in and to spawning areas that are
sufficient to provide adequate passage
depths (Table 4.3 and 4.4).
The flows required to maximise fishability
are not known, but appear to be higher
than required to maintain life-supporting
caoacitv.



Table 1. Relationship to flow regime of natural characteristics and amenity values in the Ashburton River, and their flow
manaoement requi rements

lnstream Value Relationship to flow regime Flow management requirements.
Specified flows are at the location

under discussion
Amenity values: other
recreation. (CRPS Chapter 9
Objective 1(h), RM Act, Section
7(c)).

The principal recreational uses of the Ashburton other than fishing
are trips/picnics, walking, swimming, paddling/wading. Only the last
two are directly flow-related;the others are enhanced by the
presence of water, but not dependent on it. Swimming, paddling and
wading are preferably carried out in pools with sandy/fine shingle
bottoms, low velocity-water, and water that is 0.4-0.6 m deep (for
paddling) or 1.5 m deep (for swimming). These conditions are best
met during "normal" summer low flow, but flow abstraction in the
Ashburton has greatly reduced the number of suiÌable sites.
Contact recreation is slrongly dependent on the appearance of high
water qualty; it becomes undesirable if the water is discoloured, has
floating waste, or has an unpleasant smell/taste;the presence of litter
on the river bed is also a disincentive. Some of these aspects are
flow related.

Mainlain flows during normalsummer low
flow periods at levels sufficiently high to
sustain pools suitable for recreation.
Flows required to maintain life-supporting
capacity for fish will also maintain
conditions for contact recreation.
Maintain high physical water quality (in
terms of odour, taste, appearance,
presence of undesirable objeccts), as
well as faecal coliform standards for
contact recreation (probably not
consistently achievable in the
Ashburton).



Table 2. Period shade) when flow for the instream values of the Ashburton River






